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In The Book of Water, award-winning astrologer Steven Forrest completes his epochal
investigation of the four astrological elements. In this fourth volume of the series, he focuses on
how people bounce back from hurt and tragedy. In the opening pages, he invokes the haunting
image of an old woman dancing on a moonlit beach. He writes, “Every line on the dancer’s face
tells a story. Many of those stories are sad ones . . . and yet we are confronted with an
inexplicable miracle: the old woman still dances. Of all of life’s mysteries, is there a deeper one?
Not that terrible things happen, but that we dance anyway. That we can recover. That spirit
regenerates . . . Finding our way back to that dancer is what this book is about. Let’s meet the
good medicine of the Water signs – the guardians of the sacred mysteries of healing,
regeneration, and recovery.” In these pages, Forrest offers a detailed exploration of Cancer,
Scorpio, and Pisces, along with their planetary rulers and their associated astrological houses:
the fourth, the eighth, and the twelfth. Together, these powerful words in astrology’s magical
vocabulary are the key to returning to joy and wholeness no matter what life throws at us.

Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The dead quiet made Isabel Ling's skin
prickle. In less than an hour the sun would set and she'd be all alone on this road, a good forty
minutes from town and another half hour from Mountain Cloud Ranch. She couldn't stop the
thought that rose in her mind as she wrestled with the flat tire. Was it a spot like this where her
sister died not three weeks ago? A lizard darted under her truck, causing her to drop the lug
nuts.She chided herself as she retrieved them from the dust. "You're thirty-two years old, Is. Not
some scared teenager. No one is going to hurt you here." Gritting her teeth she heaved the new
tire from the trunk and began to wrestle it onto the axle, ignoring the ache in her head. It was not
the time for another attack. She had nothing else with her, not so much as one piece of hard
candy, so going unconscious from her hypoglycemia was not an option."Need a hand?"Isabel
yelped and whirled around, losing her grip on the tire. She found herself staring into the tanned
face of a stranger. He wore a baseball cap with the Air Force logo embroidered on it. His hair
was crew-cut style and his chin shadowed in stubble. Perspiration glistened on his forehead and
darkened his tank top. Isabel saw her own scared face mirrored back at her in his sunglasses,
until he removed them.She closed her mouth and lifted her chin, willing her knees to stop
shaking. "I didn't hear your car."He shrugged, breathing hard. "I'm out for a run."She tried not to
gape. "In this heat?"The green of his eyes were a startling burst of color in his browned face.
"Good for the soul. Where are you headed?"Something about his voice was familiar. She wiped
a hand across her brow to buy time. "Mountain Cloud Ranch."His smile wavered. "Cassie
Reynolds's ranch? Are you related?""We are—were sisters. I'm Isabel Ling.""Logan Price." He
rested his hands on his hips. "I knew Cassie."The tension in her stomach grew as the pieces fell



into place. "Oh, yes. You called to see if you should finish the work on the ranch."He looked
down for a moment. "I hope that was okay. I didn't mean to bother you. I hate leaving a job
unfinished."He had sounded kind on the phone, with a voice that was uncannily familiar, but
she'd suspected that his call was motivated by the desire to be paid for his work. Now here he
was, and he probably knew more about Cassie than she did.Since Isabel had run away from
home at sixteen, she had only exchanged six letters with her sister. Six ridiculously small pieces
of paper, instead of the volumes they should have shared. She swallowed hard and forced
herself to look him in the eye, feeling again a stab of familiarity she could not explain.He raised
an eyebrow. "Are you taking care of Mountain Cloud?"Isabel shot him a tight smile. "Looks that
way. I think I'd better get this tire on.""Let me help you." He bent to take the lug wrench from her
hand, muscled shoulders gleaming in the sunlight."No, thanks. I can do it.""I'm sure you can. I'd
be happy to help. You look tired."Isabel stepped between him and the tire. "I appreciate it, but I
don't need help."He looked at her for a long moment, expression unreadable. "Okay. Do you
have a phone?"She pulled the new satellite phone from her pocket. He took it."Nice
phone.""Thanks." She was still smarting over having to buy it at the airport after she lost track of
her other one. She wished her checking account total was as hefty as the balance on her credit
card.He punched a few buttons and handed it back, long fingers brushing hers."I programmed in
my cell number, just in case you need it. I really am sorry about your sister." After another
searching look, he turned and ran back down the road, long legs moving easily over the
scorched ground.Isabel watched until he was out of sight. She finished fixing the flat, wondering
if Logan knew more than he was telling about things. The suspicious look on his face had been
evident in spite of his warm smile.She brushed the gravel off the knees of her jeans. Maybe he
was simply a kind-hearted guy, on a Good Samaritan mission. He could be just what he seemed,
her wariness only a product of her past and guilt over not knowing her own sister.Remember
Rawley, Isabel. Remember what happened with him.She shivered at the thought, the tiny throb
in her hand reminding her of the kind of pain misplaced trust can bring. She repeated her hard-
earned wisdom again, to cement it more firmly into her brain.Never trust a stranger.She recalled
the flash of Logan's green eyes. Especially a handsome one.Logan ran faster, the sweat pouring
off him in a tide of heat. So Isabel was Cassie's sister. He should have known, in spite of the
different last names. They both had the same dark hair and delicate Asian features.His earlier
conversation on the phone with Isabel had stuck with him for an inexplicable reason. The honest
emotion in her voice when she talked of her sister awakened something in him. He didn't think
honesty and emotion went together, in view of his past experiences. He had a divorce certificate
to prove it.While Cassie had been exuberant and impulsive, Isabel seemed different. Maybe it
was grief over her sister's accident, but his gut told him it was more. She was scared of
something or someone.He was so lost in thought, he didn't notice the strange play of light until
the pain in his ankle forced him to a walk. He froze. A glint, the barest moment of light that shone
from the cover of a cluster of spruce trees in the distance. He knew it instinctively. It was the
gleam of sunlight bouncing off binocular lenses.His pulse accelerated a notch, and he had to



force himself not to seek cover and get a bead on the enemy.You're not on a mission anymore,
Logan.When the odd glint did not repeat, he decided it was probably a kid playing, enjoying the
last few days of August before school started up again. Still, the tingle of unease remained with
him down the mountain, all the way to his truck and during the drive to his condo.The ungainly
pounding of Tank's approach brought a smile to Logan's face when he entered the gated yard.
How had this nutty dog twined itself around his heart so completely?In a way, it was a good thing
that Bill couldn't keep him anymore. It was the only positive thing about his friend's extended
absence, as far as he could see. The broad-shouldered rottweiler galloped up and threw himself
on his back for a belly rub, as if he hadn't seen Logan in months. He tossed the rubber ball for
his eager pet. When they lay tired out on the grass, his mind returned to the lonely mountain
road.The standoffish Isabel Ling had arrived as suddenly as a mountain storm. She was wary,
reserved, as she had been on the phone, but his unease began before, when he had first arrived
on Cassie's property with his backhoe. It was nothing he could point to directly, no outward sign
of danger. A feeling had crept up on him as he'd started work, as if someone was watching from
behind the trees. Watching and waiting.His instincts shouted the same message when he'd seen
the glint of binoculars earlier.It must be a by-product of his training, a remnant of the dire
situations he'd found himself in during his six years in pararescue. Was it simple paranoia?He'd
learned long ago, on the bloody sands of Takur Ghar, to trust his instincts.But women were an
entirely different breed of danger.What were his instincts telling him about Isabel Ling? He could
sum it up in one word.Trouble.Isabel finally rounded the last turn as the sun set, plunging the
ranch into eerie darkness. In the distance, towers of rock jutted out like clawed fingers against
the sky. She hadn't realized her sister's property was so close to the fabled Badlands. Isabel
hadn't ever seen Mountain Cloud, the place Cassie bought after their father's death four years
before. She hoped it had been a healing place for Cassie. She deserved it after caring for their
father, who had shredded the family into unmendable tatters with his drinking and rage, the
horrible depression that gripped him when his business had failed along with his wife's
health.Not completely unmendable, Isabel reminded herself, thinking of the letters. The thought
made her throat thicken with tears.She'd made a stumbling step toward reconciliation after far
too many years and Cassie had been receptive, or so Isabel thought. The hope that Cassie had
forgiven her desertion lifted Isabel out of the despair that had seemed inescapable. Though
Isabel had never forgiven her father, refusing to even keep his last name, maybe she and Cassie
could have put the past behind and started fresh.A tear trickled down her cheek. Too late. Why
had she waited until it was too late? The quickening wind drew her back to the present, bringing
with it a wall of clouds that seemed to press the air down around her in a hot blanket. Though
she should have been exhausted from her flight and the seemingly endless drive, her nerves
tingled.Living in Los Angeles meant being surrounded by people, noise and unending
business.Here there was only the wind rattling the dry leaves and the lonely hum of some hidden
insect.The wood-sided cabin beckoned, and Isabel wanted nothing more than to run inside and
lock the door. Instead she dropped her bag on the steps and headed for the corral and adjacent



barn. Six horses stood quietly, watching her approach, whinnying softly."Hey, fellas. Glad to
finally meet you." She let herself into the corral and kept a respectful distance. Her
horsemanship skills were rusty, leftover from summers spent at her uncle's place. One thing she
did remember was that horses didn't like surprises, especially horses rescued from abuse and
neglect, as these had been. Keeping up a steady stream of conversation, she checked to see
that the water trough was filled as she made her way to the barn.She was pleased and surprised
to find the barn clean, stalls mucked out and fresh bedding on the floor. It must be the work of
Cassie's hired hand, John. A soft snuffle made her start. Off in the corner, almost lost in the
shadows, was a horse unlike the others. He was smoke-black with a streak of white between his
eyes. A thick mane flowed over his wide shoulders. He danced nervously when she took a step
toward him, but did not back away."Hello there." She could not take her eyes from the powerful
lines of the horse. "You must be Blue Boy. Cassie sent me your picture." She felt instinctively that
he must be the one that had thrown Cassie to her death. She should despise the animal, but she
couldn't, not when she knew how much her sister had loved the beautiful creature.The horse
continued to shift around, the straw crackling under his well-tended hoofs. Blue Boy's coat was
glossy and smooth, marred only by the scar that circled his front leg. "It looks like someone has
been taking good care of you." She held out her hand, fingers outstretched, and Blue Boy
allowed a quick stroke to his muzzle. "We'll be getting to know each other better," she whispered
as she backed out of the stall, Blue Boy's dark eyes fixed on hers.The first drops of rain
splattered on her face as she exited the corral and hurried toward the house. She wasn't sure
how she would get in if the door was locked, but fortunately it swung open under her hand. The
interior was dark and stifling, as if it hadn't been used in a very long time.Isabel grabbed her bag
and started into the house.Before she made it over the threshold, a loud flap of wings erupted
from the nearby trees as an owl shot out of the canopy with an alarmed cry.She froze in terror.It's
just an owl.The thought comforted her for only a moment. But what was hidden in the silent
woods that had startled it into flight? --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.ReviewA fast-moving, suspenseful story with a fine mystery that readers, especially
those fond of horses, will enjoy.Reviewed By: Susan Mobley, Romantic Times --This text refers
to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorDana is perpetually in search
of a great story, either through painfully expensive trips to the book store or in her own labors in
front of the computer. Her series of UP FINNY'S NOSE mysteries debuted in 2007 from Barbour
Books for their Heartsong Presents mystery line and were recently rereleased in e-book format.
Dana also enjoys writing for Harlequin's Love InspiredSuspense which garnered her a Romantic
Times Reviewer's Choice Award in 2010 and a Holt Medallion Merit Award in 2012. Her first
book with Moody Publishers entitled JUNGLE FIRE, will debut in the spring of 2013. In addition
to writing fourteen novels, Dana has enjoyed her role as book reviewer for the California
Women's Retreat. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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a quarter of a century, each one of us has been tryingto trick the other one into being the
Teacher.So far, the results are about even.INTRODUCTIONI grew up speaking astrology as a
second language. Both my mom and aunt were armchair astrologers. My aunt even wrote a
series of fictional books using made-up astrological charts to develop the personalities and plots
of the characters in her books. I remember thinking that was pretty groovy!As a teenager in the
1970’s, I gained some popularity from writing a monthly astrology column for the high school
newspaper. But way before that, I have vivid memories of my best friend Susie and I lying
together on my mom’s king-size bed, pouring over her astrology books that were strewn all over
the bed. Her mission was to look up the astrological charts of boys she thought were cute in
order to determine if they were her ‘soulmates,’ destined for marriage. I poured through the same
astrology cookbooks trying to understand why my life was so hard and why I felt things more
deeply than anyone else I knew.Of course, we didn’t have Steven’s Forrest’s Element Series – or
even the thought of evolutionary astrology – back then. The two books I remember were by
Linda Goodman, her Sun Signs book and her Love Signs: A New Approach to the Human Heart.
I can still remember the cover of that book – it was bright red with hearts and stars and a lion
cuddling a ram.If I had had The Book of Water, I would have felt deep comfort from
understanding that I have a packed eighth house with my Sun, Pluto and Jupiter residing there.
Even understanding my Mars in Pisces and my Saturn in Scorpio, from Steven’s evolutionary
astrology perspective, I would have understood that I was in for a life of actively healing past life
wounds and facing hard truths. What a difference that would have made in how I saw myself and
interpreted my life’s experiences.What makes Steven’s approach to astrology so dramatically
different from everything I grew up with is that it does not just describe your personality or predict
your love life, but instead wrestles with the fact that life hurts us all and that astrology can help us
actively heal ourselves from the “slings and arrows of outrageous fortune.” Steven’s evolutionary
astrology approach is “prescriptive” rather than “descriptive.” The Book of Water meets you
where you are and guides you into viewing the classroom you’re in and all the pathways
available to you. We get to choose the high road or the low road, or any of the pathways in
between.I first met Steven Forrest in 1997 when I attended his Introduction to Astrology program
that was held prior to the Northwest Astrological Conference (NORWAC) in Seattle. I remember
calling my friend David Freidman, exclaiming with excitement and joy, “I can speak astrology
again. I understand it.” In that course, Steve walked us through the basic language and symbols
and it was as if lifetimes of astrological knowing reawakened in me again. David and I talked
about approaching him to see if he would create an Apprenticeship Program where neophyte
astrologers like us could learn to approach astrology the way he did. That was the birth of the
first Apprenticeship Program to be held in Southern California in 1998.After that program, I
signed up to get a couple of readings from Steven, both a birthchart analysis and a transits and
progressions. I still have those cassette tapes. Every time I got one in the mail, I would sign up
for an update. The time between each reading grew steadily longer and longer as his fame and
popularity grew.In those readings, Steven helped me deepen my understanding of my packed



eighth house, with all of its Scorpionic overtones. When I understood that “the underlying
evolutionary motivation of Scorpio is the urge, even compulsion, to face the truth squarely and
courageously, I felt that I had had an epiphany – that I could heal the wounds of my painful
childhood, and open up again to the miraculous.In The Book of Water, Steven describes
miracles as the “wondrous events which we cannot understand or foresee.” He adds that,
“Miracles make us think of the Higher Powers in the universe.”He writes:When you were
brokenhearted, you saw no hope. Maybe you said you would never love again. But you did. Like
a miracle. How did you do that? How exactly did you heal? What mechanism regenerated you?
How did you recover? That is the active side of the Water element. There will always be some
things we do not understand about it. Water seeps down deeply into us, linking our awareness to
our souls, our instincts, and our unconscious minds. Much of what happens at those interior
levels is out of the reach of any kind of conscious analysis. And yet, we can learn to cooperate
with those healing forces. We can make an alliance with them, as if they were invisible friends.It
is Steven’s wisdom and guidance that inspired me to do my deeper healing work. As my
progressed Sun moved into Scorpio, a series of synchronistic events transpired which engaged
me in my own depths. I participated in Jean Houston’s Mystery School for several years and
hired a Jungian Analyst to help me look my wounds straight in the eye with unflinching honesty. I
discovered a shamanic call and engaged in a three-year shamanic practitioner training. It was
there that I found an even deeper calling for working as a psychopomp – which meant helping to
escort newly-deceased souls from Earth to the afterlife. If that seems exotic to you, have a look
at chapter four of this book, where Steven explores what has often been called “the Occult” in a
way that integrates seamlessly with the larger processes of healing, regeneration, and
recovery.As Steven writes in this book, “We live in an enchanted universe, and it lives inside of
us. If we experience the impact of conscious, choice-centered astrology – and if we think about
the implications of what we are experiencing – the ground shifts beneath our feet. We are
luminous creatures on a mysterious, meaningful journey.” Thanks to Steve, that is what my life
has become.In 2019, I felt a call to finally write a book. I entitled it, The Wisdom of Transition:
Navigating Change at Work. I struggled during the first two months, because it felt like I was
writing two books. One was a deeply intimate, spiritual and personal book about transitions from
that Scorpionic eighth-house perspective. The second book emerging was tamer – a book that
would fit the worldview of the clients that I serve in my day job as a leadership consultant and
executive coach. I went with the second book and it was published in early 2020. The only way I
could find balance with that choice was to speak of Steven’s work and ask him to write the jacket
endorsement, which he did. He wrote “Entire forests have been converted to self-help books in
the past two generations and yet I’ve never before seen one so brilliantly and helpfully focused
on this single, nearly universal zone of stress and opportunity – professional change. Cheryl
Benedict has given all of us who work for a living a genuine treasure.”In complete candor, I think
it means more to me to have Steven’s endorsement than it means to have published a book.
That is how important he has been to me as a mentor and guide throughout the past twenty-



three years of my life.Three weeks after I published the book on Ebook Tops, my husband Paul
rushed me to the hospital for emergency surgery – where I was told that I almost died on the
table. I had a near-death experience where I basked in God’s presence and felt radiant
unconditional Love. All of the eighth house work with shamanism, which Steven had
“prophesied” so many years before, really supported my ability to leave my body and journey to
the light. When I got home and began the recovery process, I wrote to him to let him know what
had transpired. He wrote, “This is so classic “Transiting Pluto Trine Your Sun! Truth time, for sure
– and Pluto is still Pluto, so you saw Death up close, but it’s giving you wisdom about what’s
important and what is not, and that is precious.”When I first began working with Steven, I was in
my late thirties. Even then, based on my astrological configuration, he was preparing me to
become a wise woman – an elder of my tribe – and to face aging with dignity and grace. He said
to me pretty much exactly what is written in The Book of Water: ‘You are, ultimately, a wise
woman. Every tribe since the human world began has had a few of them. You are, at least
potentially, part of that precious lineage. That is what you signed up for in this life. Or, more
precisely, you signed up with an evolutionary intention and soul-capability of attaining that level
of sheer naked presence.”Clinging to those wise words in the center of my being – I knew that I
had to face the truth squarely and courageously and face the frightening, edgy truth that Scorpio
encourages us to bravely contemplate. I was armed and prepared, as Steven wrote, “to commit
to a path of stark naked, undefended realness. With success comes real wisdom, the kind that
does not fail when the chips are all down.”Those truths allowed me to almost die and still come
out on the other side to write this foreword for my dear friend, mentor and modern day
Merlin.Thank you Steven for the gift you are in all of our lives.Cheryl BenedictEvergreen,
ColoradoChapter 1HEALING, REGENERATION, AND RECOVERYAN OLD WOMAN dances
alone in the moonlight on a windswept beach. Only she can hear the music that moves through
her soul and animates her body. Her eyes are closed; she moves by faith and by instinct.She’s
been dancing for eighty years. She used to want someone watching her. She would practice her
steps in front of a mirror, checking out her moves.Not anymore. It took her eighty years for her to
learn how to forget herself. Her reasons for dancing now are not anything she could easily
explain to a young person.Every line on the old dancer’s face tells a story. Many of those stories
are sad ones: the husband she loved for fifty-two years, and buried twelve years ago. The dear
friend who died suddenly of a brain aneurysm when they were both young mothers. The son
who slipped away, overdosed on Oxycontin. The daughter who could have been a poet, but
married a cretin who flatlined her delicate spirit.And yet, we are confronted with this inexplicable
miracle on that moonlit beach: the old woman still dances.Of all of life’s mysteries, is there a
deeper one? Not that terrible things happen, but that we dance anyway. That we can recover.
That spirit regenerates.This woman is not a saint – that word is too narrow, too exclusive, too
otherworldly. Using it would make her different from the rest of us. That is a mistake. She is as
human as you or me.Even better, that resilient old woman lives inside every one of us, if only we
can find our way back to her.Finding our way back to that dancer is what this book is about. Let’s



meet the good medicine of the Water signs – the guardians of the sacred mysteries of healing,
regeneration, and recovery.CAN WE CALL WATER “THE FEELING ELEMENT?”Ask any
astrologer. Water is about emotions. Fire acts, Earth plans, Air thinks, and Water… well, Water
feels. That single word – feeling – covers a lot of bases: joy, sorrow, ennui, ecstasy, good moods,
bad moods, and every other emotional state in between them.All of them are in Water’s
domain.Astrologers who equate the Water element with feelings are correct – Cancer, Scorpio,
and Pisces do resonate with your emotional body. Without Water, we would all become
inhuman, just walking microchips – flat, cold and mechanical, devoid of heart and soul, and
probably with no particular reason to live. We read about the link between Water and feeling
states everywhere in the literature of our craft. Our argument in these pages will not be that this
equation of the Water element and our moods is incorrect, only that it leaves out too much of the
magic.In Planets in Youth, the great Robert Hand writes, “Water is the element of soul, feeling,
emotion, and compassion.” Liz Green, in Relating, adds, “Water has all the blessings of the
feeling type – sensitivity to atmosphere, subtlety, charm and insight, a strong sense of values in
human relationships, and the capacity to bring individuals together and instinctually understand
their needs.” Ronald C. Davison, in Astrology, writes, “Water is a personalizing element, adding
emotional content to that which was hitherto only existing as a mental concept.” More recently,
April Elliot Kent, in The Essential Guide to Practical Astrology, describes the Water signs as
“empathetic and sensitive” and warns that they might be “ruled by emotion, lack objectivity” –
and possibly be “too defensive to get close to other people.”These are all fine astrologers, and
every word they write here is correct, no argument.But what does any of that have to do with an
old woman dancing in the wind and the moonlight? How did she get there? What gives her the
strength to defy the despair that threatens to drag her down into that fathomless well of sorrow?
That is the question I want to explore in these pages.ONE DAY AT SCHOOLYears ago when I
was still living in North Carolina, I was offered a chance to teach a short astrology program at the
local Society of Friend’s School – the Quakers, as they are commonly known. The kids were
perhaps eight years old, so I knew that my usual “talking head” approach would not hold their
attention. I decided to try a more active experiential approach. I divided the children up by the
element families of their Sun signs and assigned each group the same task. Their job was to try
to get all of the children in each tribe to fit themselves inside an eighteen-inch circle. No one’s
feet could be outside it or they would fail. Each group had five or six kids in it. That meant that on
the face of it the task was impossible. There just was not enough space in that circle to hold all of
those tiny feet.What happened next was pure astrology in action.The Air kids sat down and
discussed various possible solutions. In classic “committee” fashion, they accomplished
absolutely nothing, but at least everyone had his or her say. Theories and ideas abounded.
Nobody actually did anything.The Earth kids got right down to the task and attempted a very
logical solution. Earth-fashion, they tried to build a structure, with a couple of the larger boys
forming the foundation, and stacking the lighter kids on top.A great, practical idea – but it failed.
They fell down.The Water kids sat glumly in a circle, lost in their emotional reactions, and



grumbled about feeling defeated by impossibility – and we will return to their dilemma in a
moment.The Fire kids won the prize. They all held hands in a circle and spun faster and faster in
classic Ring-Around-the-Rosie fashion, leaning outward, letting centrifugal force hang their
bodies away from the center, while their feet were all two-stepping inside that eighteen-inch
circle.All hail the gods of Fire! They got the laurels that day.But we explored those gods back in
the first book of this series.On the face of it, the Water kids came off the worst of the four groups.
They didn’t even try. Instead, they wallowed in their misery – in their feelings – and did
nothing.As we will soon see, that defeated emotional attitude does not define the limits of the
Water element. Its higher potentials will put tears of joy in your eyes. But every front has a back –
and the low expression of Water is indeed that kind of befuddled inability actually to do anything.
We have all been laid low by a mood, rendered unable to lift a finger even to make simple,
helpful changes. That is the soul-cage that Water can represent.My anecdote about the children
at the Friends’ school illustrates one of the ways we unfairly cripple Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces
when we think of the Water element simply in terms of feeling states. Feeling states, in and of
themselves, tend to go nowhere. They can become morbidly self-contained and passively auto-
referential. They can become paralyzed by the hypnotic spell of their own all-encompassing
moodiness. They can be too depressed even to turn on the lights as afternoon fades to
evening.Here’s a quick real-life illustration of that principle expressed in a broader way: we have
all come to dead ends in intimate negotiations when someone cuts off all discussion and any
chance of genuine resolution by deploying the nuclear option: “That’s just the way I feel.”End of
story.There will be no more progress in that relationship. The door is now closed. Water has
doused the Fire, drowned the Air, and left Earth stuck in the mud.And none of that has anything
whatsoever to do with healing, regeneration, or recovery.MORE THAN A FEELINGWater must
be understood as something beyond the source of human affect and moodiness. Thinking about
it in those limited ways quickly leads us to these kinds of dead ends. If that is all there is to
Water, then all the Cancerians, Scorpios, and Pisceans would just stay home in bed. That
deification of our moods is a pitfall we must all learn to avoid. We escape it, not by avoiding
Watery states, but by letting them open like flowers into realms of magic, transcendence, and
healing insight.Remember that old woman dancing on the beach. She has a lot to teach us, and
it is not only about feelings. It is also about the wellsprings of our spiritual resilience.Thinking of
Water simply as if it were a moody, undisciplined child who needs tolerance, indulgence and
correction leaves out something utterly simple and obvious – and something lucidly, brilliantly
revealing – about the nature and purpose of literal water as it comes out of a faucet or a
mountain spring.Specifically that…WATER NURTURES LIFEThree days without a drop of it and
you are dead. That is the rule of thumb in the Search and Rescue community, although it is
subject to many modifying factors. Under optimal conditions, you might survive dehydration for
as long as a week. In a hot desert, you might not make it for one day.Water is far more important
than food. Mohandas Gandhi fasted for three weeks. Jesus fasted for forty days. But without
water we are all quickly doomed.And of course, in this absolute need for water, we are not alone.



All life as we understand it requires water to survive: asparagus, penguins – you name the life-
form, in every case, thirst kills.That statement is literal, but it is also symbolic. There is water that
comes from faucets or mountain springs – and there is another Water, something that serves our
souls the same way that those molecules of oxygen and hydrogen serve the cells of our physical
bodies.Finding that sacred well inside ourselves and learning how to drink from it is what we will
be exploring in everything that follows.THE ACTIVE SIDE OF WATERThe heart of the matter is
that the astrological tradition in general has done a good job of mapping the passive dimension
of the Water element: all of the moods, feelings, and affective states that arise naturally in the
psyche and which color our inner lives. Usually these states are animated by our underlying
needs and appetites, along with the emotions which arise automatically in response to them
being satisfied or left wanting.That is all helpful, relevant insight. Any counseling astrologer
needs to understand those passive, descriptive, parts of the astrological tradition regarding the
Water element.What gets systematically left out however is the active side of Water.Here is what
that word means: maybe you get divorced or go through a hard breakup. Maybe someone you
love dies suddenly. You are sad. You experience grief. Those passive, reactive processes are
necessary and they deserve respect and understanding. But five years later, you are fine. You
can love again. You can have faith in life.What happened to create that miracle?“Miracle” is the
right word too. Miracles are wondrous events which we cannot understand or foresee. Miracles
make us think of the Higher Powers in the universe.When you were brokenhearted, you saw no
hope. Maybe you said you would never love again.But you did.Like a miracle.How did you do
that? How exactly did you heal? What mechanism regenerated you? How did you recover?
Those are the active sides of the Water element.There will always be some things that we do not
understand about those processes. Water seeps down deeply into us, linking our conscious
awareness to our souls, to our instincts, and to our unconscious minds. Much of what happens
at those interior levels is beyond the reach of any kind of conscious analysis.And yet, we can
learn to cooperate with those healing forces. We can make an alliance with them, as if they were
invisible friends. Maybe they are invisible friends – and in fact in many cultures throughout
human history they were seen that way, as angels, saints, and benevolent daemons.Whatever
we might call these Watery forces of healing and regeneration, if we fail in creating alliance with
them, miseries accumulate in us like bad credit card debts with compounded interest.Succeed,
and you’ll be dancing on beaches in the moonlight when you are ninety years old with an
enigmatic smile on your wrinkled face.A HARD PASSAGEPlease bear with me for the next
couple of hundred words. They will be unfashionably dark and painful to read – but I promise that
they lead us directly to what is perhaps the greatest treasure we can ever find in this world.What
follows is the truth, but not the whole truth – it leaves out friendship and starry nights and flowers
being beautiful for no reason and birds singing in the morning.We will soon get to those good
things, but first, fasten your seatbelts. We’ve got to get over a bumpy patch on the highway of
life.Human existence can be absolutely awful. How much heartbreak have you known in your
life? How many tragic deaths have you witnessed? How many cancers and heart attacks have



struck down people you loved – and maybe struck them down before their time?How many failed
relationships can a person endure? How many losses? How many broken dreams and broken
hearts?How many promising kids have you witnessed falling into bitterness, empty materialism,
or addiction? How often has someone else’s suicide taken a bite out of your soul?How many of
your best aspirations have gone poof?What about the daily onslaught of the news headlines –
mutilated bodies in mass graves, creatures driven to extinction, melting ice caps, along with
scoundrels in high places, ruling, raping, and robbing this fallen world?While we are at it, how
does your physical body feel? Any aches or pains?And what about your own personal moral and
spiritual failures? Think for a moment about the worst things you have ever done in your life –
your lowest, most shameful moments. We all have them. Guilt may not get us anywhere
spiritually, but it is hard to shake free of its grip unless you are either perfect or have no
conscience at all – and the former is a rarer condition than the latter.How can we take it? How
can we endure the fierce, relentless onslaught of pain and disappointment that we call human
life?But we do.There is a sacred mechanism inside of each one of us – a mechanism that
triggers our miraculous, inexplicable capacity for healing, regeneration, and recovery.I can
guarantee that you know exactly what I am talking about. That is because you have lived it. I can
affirm that with confidence.Otherwise you would be too defeated or depressed to be reading this
book.ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERYCancer, Scorpio, and Pisces – the three Water signs –
offer us a map of certain specific healing processes hardwired into human consciousness.
These processes can restore us to vibrancy, no matter what kinds of body-blows we have
experienced.Literal water always seeks the lowest level, and in a sense, that is what these three
zodiacal processes do too. They lead us down into the interior realms of the psyche, guiding us
through a labyrinth of defenses and emotional scar tissue, down to where the hurts and the
wounds actually lie. Once there, they reveal a three-staged process of active healing, one that
can render you whole again, just as surely – and just as mysteriously – as your skinned knee
healed up after you fell off your bicycle when you were nine years old.In The Book of Fire, we
looked at a set of mechanisms that can help sustain our vitality and give us a reason to live.
Those are sacred processes too – but in a sense they simply give us the pluck to keep on
keeping on. The Fire Family helps us to “drink out of the full half of the cup,” while effectively
blocking out the pain of its empty half. Fire offers the kind of toughness and ability to bounce
back that comes from simply having faith in life.In a nutshell, the Fire Family puts a bandage on
our pain, offers us a stiff drink or a cup of tea, followed by an encouraging pat on the back.That
is all precious and we are grateful for it – but Water works differently. With the active side of the
three Water processes, we actually go down into the dark. We face everything hidden or buried
there. We dare to feel it. We let ourselves be vulnerable. Water sometimes invites us to try to
keep our hearts open in hell-worlds – that is how fierce it can be.For all our talk about its
sensitivity to inner states, there is nothing weak about Water.If we fear tears, we fail Water’s
test.If we try to live in our heads, it will tear our heads off our shoulders.To navigate these healing
Water-worlds, we need a map. That map is what I will try to offer you in the rest of these pages.



Read on, and fasten your seatbelts.Chapter 2THE INTERDEPENDENCY OF THE THREE
WATER SIGNSCANCER, SCORPIO, AND PISCES – these three signs need each other a lot
more than they actually like each other. Over the years, rumors of their harmony have been
grievously exaggerated. We learn that they “understand each other,” that they “have a lot in
common,” that Cancers should marry Scorpios or Pisceans – in essence, that you could lock the
three of them up in a tiny New York studio apartment and they would proceed to live happily ever
after in a merry ménage à trois.Most of that amorous take on the three Water signs is nothing
more than the triumph of astrological herd instinct and endless repetition over the actual realities
of human experience. Astrologers are no more immune to it than anyone else.Let’s look at these
three signs with fresh eyes, while thinking carefully about the actual nature of their interactions.
Each one of them represents a very deep well of meaning. Each one plays a critical, but very
distinct, role in the processes of healing, regeneration, and recovery – a role that is not always
welcomed by the other two. Over the next three chapters, we will lower our buckets down the
shafts of each one of those wells and put the water we collect under a microscope.For now, let’s
just take a quick peek at all three of them, trying to get a fix on the big
picture.ENDPOINTSUltimately, all twelve signs of the zodiac can be understood individually
simply as an ideal. You might even call them “ideas in the mind of God.” That is true of every
sign, not just the three Water signs. Every sign represents a unique evolutionary endpoint – and
that means a lofty spiritual goal toward which we can aspire, but which we can never really
attain, not any more than the sailor sailing north expects to arrive at Polaris.In spelling out these
endpoints, the impulse to employ the caps key is irresistible. Try these three, for example – a Fire
sign, an Air sign, and an Earth sign:Perfect Courage (Aries)Perfect Openness (Gemini)Perfect
Self-Discipline (Capricorn)No one, of course, is ever that impeccable. There are plenty of
cowardly Arians, dogmatic Geminis, and even the occasional lazy Capricorn. Again, these are
ideals, not “personality profiles.” We are delving far deeper into the purpose of life than that. Our
aims lie in the mysteries of regeneration, not in the trivial ego-aggrandizements of marketplace
astrology.When we start thinking of the twelve signs aspirationally, we have taken a giant step
closer to what I believe to be the true purpose of astrology. We have left the banal and
uninspiring realm of mere astrological description, where “all the Geminis talk too much” and “all
the Arians are hotheads.” We are no longer reducing anyone’s chart – or anyone’s life – to a litany
of silly personality traits.Take that giant step, and you have arrived squarely in the world of
evolutionary astrology, where we simply acknowledge that each and every soul is evolving – or
trying to evolve, or at least needing to evolve – in the general direction of those lofty
endpoints.We are offering prescription rather than description.That dogmatic Gemini could use
a dose of “perfect openness.” That lazy Capricorn needs to quit playing video games and get an
actual job. That cowardly Aries needs to stop blustering, and actually stand up for something.In
my first book, The Inner Sky, I introduced a formal schema which underlies our interpretation of
each one of the signs. In that model, each sign of the zodiac represents:An Endpoint – that lofty
spiritual goal.A Strategy for actually getting there.A set of inborn Resources that are the



essential tools for the job.And finally, a Shadow expression of the energies – one in which the
tools are misused and the endpoint forgotten.That schema applies to the Fire, Earth, and Air
signs, and it is true of the Water signs as well. Even now, thirty-six years after The Inner Sky was
published, I still think of the zodiac in exactly the same way: the signs represent twelve pathways
– not just twelve pre-programmed behavioral microchips stuck into our skulls at the moment of
birth.What about Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces? What ideals and aspirations do they symbolize?
Cancer’s Endpoint is Perfect Sensitivity and Self-Nurture.Scorpio’s Endpoint is Perfect
Transparent Honesty.Pisces’ Endpoint is Perfect Transcendence and Release.It hurts my heart
to reduce each sign to a single word or two that way. Each Water sign deserves and demands
many pages – read on, that is what the rest of this book is about. But for now, let’s take these
simple “starter kit” ideas about the specific Endpoints of the three Water signs and use them to
question the hoary astrological shibboleth that “all the Cancers should marry Scorpios or
Pisceans.”A SCENE FROM A MARRIAGEScorpio: (gazing penetratingly) “I notice that you’ve
put on a few pounds lately. You’re starting to look a little porky. What’s wrong? Is there something
that we need to talk about?”Cancer: (in tears) You don’t love me anymore…Inevitably, in writing
those last few words, I’m reducing human beings to cartoon characters. Scorpio and Cancer
people are rarely that simple. For one thing, they have Moons and Mercuries and so on. Charts
are complicated – just like human beings. Further, each sign is like an educational track in which
we have people in spiritual kindergarten and people in spiritual PhD programs. The evolutionary
level at which someone is operating is not really visible in the birthchart. The person’s level of
consciousness naturally has a profound impact on how he or she acts. There are high,
conscious Scorpios and Cancers, and goofy ones too.Still, Scorpio’s truthfulness can sting –
hence the “scorpion” symbolism.And Cancer is the Latin word for crab – a creature with a shell,
and if that shell is penetrated, the crab is doomed. Crabs understand that, and so they are
cautiousOne look at Scorpio and Cancer begins to tremble. A marriage made in heaven? And
yet… and yet… might Cancer actually benefit from hearing some of that Scorpionic truth?And
might Scorpio learn something from Cancer about gentleness and patience?A SECOND
SCENE FROM A MARRIAGEScorpio: Why are you laughing? Can’t you see that I’m trying to be
serious?Pisces: (giggling) I’m sorry – I know this is important to you, I really do. But it’s just that
you look so funny when you’re all frothy with intensity like that. I wish you could see yourself!
Scorpio: “I am trying to work on our relationship. There is something we really need to talk about
here…Pisces: (looking heavenward) Why can’t you just drop all the drama for once? I give up…
OK, whatever… talk all you want.Go ahead, be the judge and the jury – in that little Scorpio-
Pisces disagreement, who is right and who is wrong? Honest intimate processes can be difficult,
but resolving those difficulties is what makes truly bonded relationships different from mere hook-
ups. Scorpio knows that and is the custodian of that particular piece of human wisdom.On the
other hand, what happens to people who can never laugh at themselves? And, more pointedly,
would you ever want to live with one?Or, worse, to be one?Scorpio can learn a lot about “getting
the joke” from Pisces… that is, if it can get over itself enough to listen to a broader, more



forgiving – and probably more humorous point of view.Meanwhile, Pisces can sometimes be
summoned back from la-la land by one penetrating Scorpionic insight.On yet another hand, let’s
be careful not to put a halo on Pisces…Cancer: “You never wanted children!”Pisces: “It wasn’t
that I didn’t want them… I… I just forgot.”ANOTHER SCENE FROM A MARRIAGEHere is
another story with the ring of high Pisces as it balances Scorpio and Cancer. It is a true story this
time, and one which will carry us beyond the cartoonish illustrations that I have been creating so
far and directly into the human world.I used to do a lot of ongoing counseling. Two women in a
relationship were having some trouble getting along. They came to me for help. We would meet
every two or three weeks and try to sort through their various psychological dilemmas. One of
their visits happened to fall on the first truly perfect Spring day in Chapel Hill, North Carolina,
where I lived for many years – and, at least on that one day, there is no better place to be in this
world. The azaleas are blooming, the birds are singing in the trees, and there is perfume in the
air. To grasp that perfection, you might cue native son, James Taylor, singing, Carolina On My
Mind.Naturally, the three of us loudly lamented having to go inside on a perfect day like that. In
those days, I lived by the edge of a forest. I suggested that we take a stroll down a woodland
path and do our session there instead of in my office. I knew a secluded spot where we could sit
on a granite outcrop beside a gurgling brook. It was only a quick walk of three or four
minutes.They happily agreed.We soon sat down on those rocks, under the towering evergreens,
by the whispering water. I picked up where we had left off in my office a couple of weeks earlier.
“You were saying that you feel that Meg has unresolved issues with her mother which she
sometimes projects onto you. Is that a fair summary?”We took it from there.“Meg” naturally had a
different perspective.Inside of ten minutes, the three of us were laughing out loud. Under those
pines, sitting on that ancient granite, that kind of Scorpionic psychology became almost
comically irrelevant. Nature’s overwhelming beauty that day had put us in a Piscean framework –
a framework of transcendence.We ended our session early. I still remember following these two
women back up the path to my house. They were holding hands as we left the forest. All of that
psychological stuff just seemed silly to them now. They let it go – and just decided to love each
other despite everything.The family that prays together stays together.If we give that last line
some cultural breathing room, it quickly becomes quintessential Pisces – “praying together” is
not just about a billboard in Mississippi or even saying grace before a meal. There are lots of
ways to pray. One of them is to sit in a forest and to feel eternity flowing through your
bloodstream – and to turn to your partner and see her or him in that violet light of wisdom and
radical Piscean acceptance.What we have in this little anecdote is an illustration of how Piscean
transcendence can balance, correct, and heal the go-for-the-jugular psychological qualities of
Scorpio – not to mention the potentially defensive self-absorption of Cancer.My underlying aim
in every one of these “scenes from marriages” is to illustrate what will be the backbone of this
final book in the Elements series: that it is not harmony, but rather interdependency, which unites
Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces. As we saw at the beginning of this chapter, they need each other a
lot more than they like each other.In summary:Cancer can teach Scorpio about the healing



powers of kindness, forgiveness, unambiguous commitment, and patience, while teaching
Pisces how to remain grounded in the heart of self-accepting, authentic, 100% human, naked
emotional need.Scorpio can teach Cancer about how courageous emotional honesty can be the
ultimate healing tool, cutting straight to the actual sources of what actually creates pain and fear
in our lives. Meanwhile, Scorpio can teach Pisces about how unresolved, or unconscious,
woundedness can block our ascent on the evolutionary path.Pisces can teach Cancer that the
Vastness that surrounds us all has a benign, welcoming face, rather than a threatening one, and
that we need not fear it. Meanwhile, Pisces can teach Scorpio that our wounds are no match for
compassion, forgiveness, and a gentler and more humorous perspective on life.ELEVEN
WORDSAs with the previous three volumes in this Elements series, we are not looking only at
the trio of Water signs. We will also explore their three associated houses – the fourth house,
which corresponds to Cancer, along with the very Scorpionic eighth house and the Piscean
realms of the twelfth house. Houses and signs are not interchangeable quantities, but they are
closely related. We will pursue the distinctions carefully in the pages that follow. In a nutshell, the
houses are external behavioral expressions of the interior motivations and values symbolized by
the signs. We feel the signs inwardly and we actually do something about those feelings in the
houses.Three signs and three houses: that makes six words that we need to learn in our attempt
to master the vocabulary of Water. But we are not yet done. We need to add planets to the
mixture.The Moon rules Cancer. That is straightforward enough, and “Moon” is our seventh
word.What planet rules Scorpio? Traditionally the answer was Mars, and in my opinion, that
connection is still completely valid. But when Pluto was discovered in 1930, many astrologers
quickly saw that it also very clearly resonated with Scorpio. Some astrologers replaced Mars
with Pluto as Scorpio’s ruler, while others resisted the change, seeing many good reasons why
Mars should continue to rule the signIt remains a contentious area.In my opinion, both planets
rule Scorpio – and, looking at it a little more deeply, the problem stems more from the dominator
term “rulership” than with any true dilemma. Despite the notion of “ruling,” neither planet “bosses
Scorpio around” – that would be dangerous business, even for toughies such as Mars and
Pluto.Bottom line, we can now add two more words to our Water vocabulary: Mars and Pluto.A
similar dual-rulership situation exists with Pisces. Its historical ruler is Jupiter, and that
resonance remains valid despite the 1846 discovery of Neptune. In my view, both planets rule
Pisces, while each one expresses a different dimension of the sign.That makes a total of eleven
words: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces, houses four, eight, and twelve, plus the Moon, Mars, Pluto,
Jupiter and Neptune.Learn the meaning of each one and you will have mastered astrology’s
Waterworld.We learned a lot about Mars and Jupiter in The Book of Fire, so we will downplay
them somewhat here in The Book of Water. But we will not ignore them – that would be
misleading, and it would leave giant holes in our understanding. I focus less attention on Mars
and Jupiter only to avoid too much repetition from that earlier volume – and also to leave plenty
of room in these pages for some brand new territory: Neptune, Pluto, and the Moon.I MUST
REALLY LIKE ALL THREE OF THE WATER SIGNS…. . . since I’ve already written books about



three of their ruling planets.A decade into my writing career, now defunct ASC Publications
commissioned me to write The Book of Pluto, which came out in 1994. Many years later, in
2010, I wrote The Book of the Moon and published it through our own Seven Paws Press. And in
2016, I brought out The Book of Neptune. All three volumes are available at .Some of you
undoubtedly already own at least one of those books – and thank you for that. Inevitably, there
will be some overlap between those three works and what you will read in the forthcoming
pages. The Moon remains the Moon, of course, and even though all of the writing here will be
new, most of the underlying concepts remain the same.Here are the differences:Here in The
Book of Water, we will follow the format of the earlier Elements volumes. We will delve into the
three Water houses – something we did not explore nearly as deeply in those earlier books.We
will tie the overriding theory to the traditional rulers of Scorpio and Pisces: Mars and Jupiter. And
I’ve never written The Book of Mars or The Book of Jupiter, so I am glad to have the opportunity
to explore them in this series.We will catalog each one of the various possible house, sign, and
aspect placements of those five Water planets individually and in “cookbook” fashion, along with
taking a deeper look at how all eleven of these Water syllables interact with each other.We will
consider the Moon, Neptune, and Pluto in a broader, more astrologically integrated way than we
did in those earlier planet-focused books.We will also do a better job of holding the hands of
readers who may just be starting their study of astrology.Still, not to ignore the obvious: an entire
book devoted specifically to the Moon, Neptune, or Pluto can penetrate the symbol a lot more
deeply than a chapter or two in a volume with a wider scope. Especially if you are new to
astrology, I would recommend starting here with The Book of Water, then delving into those
previous volumes if you find your curiosity piqued.PART ONETHE THREE WATER CLANSOver
the next three chapters, we dive into three deep oceans of astrological meaning – the “clans” of
Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces. I use the word “clan” because these three signs do not operate in a
vacuum – they are hardwired to certain planets and certain houses. Cancer is ruled by the Moon
and has a natural resonance with the fourth house. Those three symbols are not
interchangeable, but they are closely related, interactive, and interdependent in meaning.
Together, they form the “Cancer clan” and it makes sense to see them working in symbolic
unity.It is the same with Scorpio and Pisces, along with their associated houses and ruling
planets.Our immediate aim here in Part One is to become familiar with the root evolutionary
meanings of these “eleven words” in our Water vocabulary, specifically as they operate in a natal
chart. Over the next three chapters, we explore each clan in an extended essay.Later, in Part
Four, we will set them dancing in the form of transits, progressions, and solar arcs.Chapter
3THE CANCER CLANTO SIMPLY FEEL what I actually feel, uncensored and unedited and
without interpretation… to surrender to my own heart… to experience my inner life in a self-
accepting way, with no judgment and nothing rejected.Imagine that you approach someone who
knows nothing at all about astrology. You say, “You’re a real Cancer, aren’t you?” The results
might not be pretty. Modern people hear the word “cancer” and their first reflex is to think of the
disease rather than a sign of the zodiac. Outside of astrology conferences, calling someone “a



cancer” might get you a dirty look, or worse.Poor Cancer has a serious public relations problem.
I remember back when I was a kid there was a Sun Sign column in The Daily Argus, our local
newspaper, that went, “Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Moon Children, Leo, Virgo…”And the Moon does
actually rule Cancer, so between that legitimate astrological fact and not wanting to sow the
seeds of despair, maybe the author of that column made the right call. Moon Children they
were.Loudly and clearly, let me say that being born in the month following the northern Summer
Solstice does not up your cancer risks. There are slight statistical “season of birth” variations in
cancer rates, with some specific forms of the disease linked to certain seasons, while other
forms of cancer are linked to different seasons. The distribution is all over the map, in other
words, and the variations are small anyway.Bottom line, all of you astrological Cancers can
breathe a sigh of relief.But why do we use the same word for the sign and the disease? The
answer goes back to the “Father of Medicine,” Hippocrates. In Greece, around 400 B.C., it is
claimed that he named masses of cancerous cells karkinos, which is the Greek word for crab.
No one knows for sure, but he allegedly gave it that name because the hardened mass of an
advanced tumor felt like a crab’s shell to him. Around 47 A.D., a Greco-Roman philosopher,
Celsus, wrote an encyclopedia of medicine in which he translated the Greek word karkinos into
its Latin equivalent: cancer.And we have been stuck with the mess ever since.SYNCHRONICITY
STRIKES AGAINIn writing the last three or four hundred words, I’ve had both an overt and a
covert agenda. At the obvious level, I have been exploring the etymology of the word we use for
the zodiac’s fourth sign. But at a more deviously Scorpionic level, I have been trying to work with
the magic of synchronicity. I have been trying to give you an experience that triggered a
Cancerian reaction in you.Let’s see if I succeeded…My words have been about astrology, but
also about a terrible disease. I am sure that you understood the astrological point of the opening
words of this chapter – but I suspect that more was going on inside of you than that, at least
subliminally. I brought up something nightmarish. The disease we call cancer is a dreadful beast.
Maybe you’ve lost someone to it. Maybe you’ve faced it directly yourself. My mentioning cancer,
even indirectly, very likely catalyzed a subterranean emotional reaction in you – a deeply human
event not found in the abstract domain of Air, but rather in the vulnerable, emotional heart of the
three Water signs.As you scanned my opening words, I speculate about two possible interior
reactions you might have had:Perhaps you felt the tender, nurturing, and protective energies that
naturally arise in any of us toward a loved one who has just received such a disheartening
medical diagnosis.Perhaps you recoiled in horror from this terrible imagery, wondering why I
choose to make you contemplate such a thing. Might there not have been a nicer way in which I
could have opened this chapter?My point with all of this is simply that both of those emotional
responses represent active dimensions of this first Water sign.Cancer is both nurturing of others
and, at the same time, self-protective.Cancer reaches out toward the suffering of other beings.
Simultaneously, it is acutely aware of the possibility of getting hurt itself – and profoundly
motivated to avoid that pain at all costs.That is why Crabs have shells.Getting one chapter
ahead of myself, while I have written about the disease we call cancer in order to trigger a direct



experience of the sign Cancer in you, my sneaky-for-a-good-cause way of doing it is a pretty fair
illustration of the way Scorpio works. But more about that second Water sign later on. First we
need to grasp this Cardinal expression of the Water element. Cancer represents the root
manifestation of this whole family of symbols. Cancer is raw, direct emotion served up with an
extra box of handkerchiefs, straight, no chaser – and no second-guessing about the
uncontested primacy of what we actually feel. At this point, we do not care what it means or why
we feel it. We simply feel it directly, as it is.And right there, with our vulnerable humanity queued
up on center stage, we have the Cancerian foundation of all healing, all regeneration, and all
possibility of recovery. That is where it must always begin. If you cannot feel your hurts and your
needs honestly and authentically, then your Water Family rocket ship just blew up on the
launching pad.CRABS AND THEIR SHELLSA crab, snug and safe inside its shell, snuffles
around on the seabed, scrounging up a meal. Along comes a hungry eel, looking to perhaps
dine on crab this evening. Too bad for the eel – that crab is well-defended. That shell is
tough.Knock, knock says the eel. Forget about it, says the crab. The eel swims off, and the crab
proceeds nonchalantly to its own seabed buffet.And therein lies the problem: as the crab eats, it
grows.And its shell does not.Maybe you are young. Maybe your feet are size 6, going on size 7.
You are growing, but your shoes are not. You probably remember how it felt. Your toes are
pinched.The crab feels the same way.The creature has only one good choice: it must shed its
shell – and as quickly as possible grow another, larger one. For a shaky moment, it is a soft-
shelled crab – spying it, that eel’s culinary ambitions would take a more optimistic turn.Eat and
grow, eat and grow – if you are a crab, sooner or later eating gets you into trouble.Ditto for a
human Cancerian, except the issue is not narrowly about food. It is about the food of the soul,
which is experience. As a result of experience, Cancer sooner or later finds itself having
“outgrown its shell.”The trouble is that Cancer has also outgrown the safety that shell
provided.The crab in nature, faced with this perilous transition, chooses the time and place for
that shell-shedding with care: it happens in a sunken spare tire, under the pier at midnight… with
no Moon in the sky, if you please.A human Cancerian is wise to do approximately the same thing
– to risk vulnerability, but to do so carefully and judiciously. He or she must be cautious about
who gets past the wall of that shell. This process of cautious discernment, as we will see, is right
at the core of any possibilities of healing.This shedding of the shell of safety is always Cancer’s
first step. It does not happen without risk – which leads to a dark temptation: choosing not to
shed the shell at all.CANCER IS NOT WEAKWhen a client comes to sit with me for the first time
and I see Cancer symbolism prominent in his or her chart, there is a line I often use: when you
were born, the universe turned the volume up to maximum on your ability to feel.It’s true too. As
the first of the three Water signs, Cancer epitomizes the capacity to respond to life primarily
through the heart. It is, above all, sensitive.Let’s think about that word “sensitive” for a moment.
Every term in the English language – and probably every other language too – has a halo of
secondary meanings around it. If we are not careful, those nuances can muddy the water
without our knowing it.If I meet someone socially and I comment that he or she seems to be “a



very sensitive person,” the inevitable response is “thank you.” We tend to view sensitivity as a
virtue. And it is a virtue, of course. But built into that compliment is a potential barb. To
understand Cancer, we need to dispel an unspoken error that comes packaged with the word
“sensitive.” Implying that someone is “sensitive” might be understood to mean that we must walk
on eggshells around him or her, being wary of giving offence or triggering a dramatic crying
jag.Believing that Cancer’s sensitivity implies weakness is an error.Nature itself corrects us
there, if we stop and reflect for a moment. The crab’s shell works just fine. Crabs are not an
endangered species. Cancer people can generally take care of themselves quite effectively –
often with enough energy left in reserve to take care of you as well.DEFENSIVENESSI get a
giggle out of this – maybe you will too. Perhaps the single most reliable way of triggering a
psychologically defensive response from any halfway-educated person is to suggest that he or
she is “being defensive.”People hate to hear that. They feel attacked. Claws come out. “Who the
hell do you think you are, my psychologist?”Perhaps we encounter a crab on the beach. Perhaps
we say, “Mr. or Ms. Crab, I hope you don’t mind if I give you some personal feedback. You come
across as if you have this shell around you…” And of course the crab scuttles away, probably
cursing the plague of paperback psychology books.An absolute key in understanding the
psychodynamics of Cancer is to recognize a fundamental law of nature: that sensitivity must
defend itself. Or it dies.Still, the crab in nature must eventually shed its shell, or it dies a different
kind of death: a morbid, changeless condition of spiritual stasis. We might even call it dying of
sheer boredom. This tension between the exigencies of evolution and the natural impulse toward
safety and self-preservation is absolutely pivotal in our understanding of the Cancer clan.Crabs
figured out how to blend these two countervailing drives countless millennia ago – the bottom
line for any crab is that while you must shed the shell, you need to do it carefully.We have now
come face-to-face with Cancer’s core evolutionary paradigm: grow while living inside the safety
of a shell, then judiciously shed the shell, then grow another, larger one, then safely grow inside
it some more, then shed it again… and ever onward.For an Enlightened Being who is a Cancer, I
suspect the entire universe is included inside the shell, and there is no longer anything to fear at
all.But that is the end of a very long and winding road – one with a long trail of shed shells strewn
behind it.HIDING UNDER THE KITCHEN TABLEI recall a birthchart session years ago with a
woman who was very Cancerian, with lots of fourth house planets too. As we began, I described
the typical “first shell” of the Crab to her – a shell we often see in youth: shyness. It is as if
Cancers are saying, “Reality, I don’t like you very much and you don’t like me very much. Tell you
what, let’s make a deal: you leave me alone and I will leave you alone.” Such shyness is
common, especially in younger Cancerians.My client lit up and responded right away. Her words
were, “I spent the first five years of my life hiding under the kitchen table.”Voilà: shyness.Let’s
take that story deeper. Say we ask a literal-minded individual if that little girl is in fact alone under
that kitchen table. He marches over, lifts the edge of the tablecloth, and reports that she is
indeed all by herself.Now we ask Carl Gustav Jung the same question. He chortles sagaciously
and, without even needing to look, says “of course not.”Jung knows that the girl is accompanied



by imaginary friends. He also knows that she is far from bored. She is swimming in an ocean of
stories and adventures. Shockingly, it would not greatly surprise Dr. Jung that the stories and
characters in the little girl’s mind are, for one example, the motifs of Persian folktales from the
fourth century, B.C.The girl does not know about those folktales, of course – she’s never even
heard of Persia. Still, she is mapping consciousness in the most ancient – and perhaps the most
effective – way ever devised: through myth, fable, and story. Following her Cancerian instincts,
she is immersed in her inner world – and her inner world is, in turn, immersed in what Carl Jung
called the collective unconsciousness.Mapping consciousness that way is what Cancer is all
about. If you have even one planet there, we can say that you are at least “minoring in
psychology” in this lifetime.Here is the heart of the matter: inner work is inseparably bound to
healing. Without immersing ourselves in our subjective interior realms, without feeling – but also
without fantasy and dreaming and daydreaming – no one can recover from anything.In fact, no
one would even know what they needed to recover from.Everything – every possibility of
regeneration – begins when we are willing to look inward in an undefended way and simply
feel.THIRTY YEARS LATER…A five-year-old who withdraws from strangers by hiding under the
kitchen table does not really concern us. Children are often shy. They usually turn out all right –
and of course introversion is not a psychological disorder.A thirty-five-year-old person still hiding
under the kitchen table triggers a less benign prognosis.But we do not actually see thirty-five-
year-olds doing that very often. Many pressures, both social and evolutionary, soon begin to
make themselves felt as we grow up. Those forces impact shy kids too. Around puberty, sexual
fascinations begin to stir, for example. Suddenly youngsters begin to feel driven by an instinctual
urge to go out and meet other people. Teenagers feel a compelling – and ultimately healthy –
need to separate themselves from their parents and to begin to take their independent place
among their peers. Eventually, almost all of us become part of society.Children grow up and
eventually they engage with their communities and rule the world. As novelist Kurt Vonnegut
memorably put it, “True terror is to wake up one morning and realize that your high school class
is running the country.”And it always works that way. Life goes on.Radical “under the kitchen
table” shyness simply does not usually survive those forces.This natural pattern of social
development which carries us beyond obvious shyness creates an illusion: that Cancerians
somehow automatically shed their shell. For Cancer Clan people, that is not necessarily the
case. All that happens automatically is that a veneer of social adaptation forms over the core of
self-defending reticence. We might not still be shy at a party – but we can still be “shy” about
life.To keep perspective, let’s recall once again that introversion is not a psychiatric disorder, nor
is introversion quite the same as shyness. Here is how this kind of “shyness about life” might
actually look:A man marries at age twenty. Eighteen months later, the last meaningful
conversation that will ever happen in that relationship sputters out in irresolution and guarded
silences. Half a century later, he and his partner celebrate their fiftieth wedding anniversary.A
woman takes a job straight out of college. It is not what she really wants to do with her life, but
she “has to eat.” At age sixty-five, she retires from that same career.A man sits in church, not



relating to anything he hears. Ten years later, he still does not relate to any of it – but he is now a
Deacon.Each of these people might be quite functional socially. They can meet people and
behave in reasonable, unremarkable ways. They seem comfortable in the world. They might
even tell a joke at a party. No one would call them “shy.” But, again, the point is that they are shy
about life. They are hiding. They found a comfortable shell and decided, rather than shedding it,
to spend their lives lurking inside it.As we think about this shadowy, fearful, overly self-protective
side of the Cancer archetype, we need to keep the clear eye of compassion engaged. In this
world, being sensitive is not always an advantage. People are sometimes less than perfectly
kind to each other. Sensitivity must defend itself or “eels will eat it.”Shyness is often an effective
defense against those hungry eels – and we quickly saw that criticizing a crab for having a shell
would be a comical error.Crabs need their shells or they die.Another line from a few paragraphs
back: “We have come face-to-face with Cancer’s core evolutionary paradigm: grow inside the
safety of a shell, then judiciously shed the shell, then grow another, larger one, then safely grow
inside it, then shed it again… and ever onward.”We do not curse or condemn the shell – but we
need to be careful not to get totally hooked on having one either.HOME AT LASTYou have a
rotten day. At work, the boss was mean to you. Traffic was terrible. You have had a lingering
headache since this morning. You know that you will forget about all of these indignities soon
enough – but right now, you feel like a horse that has been “ridden hard and put away
wet.”Finally, blessedly, you arrive home. Key in the lock, cross the threshold, shut the door, lock
the door behind you and… . ahhhhh.Home at last.Your psychic deflector shields have been red
lined for the past nine hours. Now the walls of your home can take over. They can become your
shell for a while. You can relax and begin to heal from the day’s difficulties. You are safe at last.
You’ve survived. You pour a glass of wine. You consider a bubble bath. You give some thought to
dinner.I suspect that we can all relate to this little scenario. We may not all be Cancers or even
have any planets there. We may not even have anything in the fourth house. But we surely have
a Moon in our chart – and that Moon alone is enough Cancer symbolism that we can all feel the
comfort of those familiar walls holding the big, nasty world at bay.All along, we have been talking
about how the Crab needs a shell. We have spoken about shyness as an early form of
Cancerian shell, but we know we do not want to get stuck there. “Shedding shells” has been a
consistent metaphor for the healing evolutionary process here – but what kinds of shells can
eventually replace the shell of shyness? The Crab cannot simply stand naked and shell-less in
the world. Sensitivity like that, as we saw, must defend itself or it dies.Remember that sigh of
relief when you stepped through your door? That moment leads us to another Cancerian
strategy of regeneration: creating a safe and restorative home.In all the astrological traditions,
Cancer is related to where we live and the people with whom we share our lives in an ongoing
way. Could we ever soothe our beleaguered souls without either one of them? Home is a wide-
spectrum word, embracing much that lies beyond the realm of architecture. Famously, “a house
is not a home.”A little later in this chapter when we get to the Moon itself, as well as to the fourth
house, we will explore the intimate and familial dimensions of the Cancer clan more deeply. They



can play an enormously critical role in our processes of recovery. All that is equally true of the
sign Cancer. We will just see it all a bit more concretely when we get to the fourth house and the
Moon. For our initial purposes right now, let’s keep it simple: the walls of your home can take
over from your psychic defenses, and give you a chance to catch your breath.The success of
that strategy depends mightily upon there being peace in the home. Said simply, there are
people who have bad days such as the one I just described – and when they get home, things
are even worse. At this point in our explorations, let us just say that, for anyone in the Cancer
clan, finding or creating a safe place to live is a fundamental regenerative strategy. The walls of
the home can serve as a shell too, and reduce the pressures of this clanging, banging
world.THE BRIDGE TO UNDERSTANDING THE CRAB’S SECOND MAJOR SHELLRather than
just cutting to the chase, let’s cross into this next territory by crossing the bridge of theory. The
process will deepen our understanding of Cancer and it only takes a few moments.At its earliest
developmental stages, Cancer gazes in abject horror at a world populated by givers of pain.
They may be people or they may be situations, but they all can potentially hurt us. Being
protective of its own sensitivity, Cancer recoils and constructs its ramparts and watchtowers.
Inside its fortress walls, the Crab is safe.There is nothing weak or unduly vulnerable about
Cancer at that point. The shell of that “shyness” works well and allows the wheels of the inner
emotional processes which are the engine of the Crab’s evolution to turn.Then from the relative
safety of that fortress perspective, Cancer begins to consider the world from a less cautious
perspective. That happens because its self-protective and self-preserving needs have been
satisfied. That safety liberates the Crab’s intelligence and curiosity. It begins to take a broader
view of the world.Here I insert an Indian proverb about perception which I already employed
extensively in The Book of Air – it works well with Cancer too. When the pickpocket meets the
saint, he sees pockets. The point is simple: we all see the world according to our interests and
natures. The “pockets” which Cancer now sees are other givers of pain – equally real and hurtful,
but lying at a safer, non-threatening distance. Those givers of pain are preying upon other
vulnerable beings with whom Cancer now identifies psychologically.As Cancer’s first impulse is
self-protection, its second impulse is the protection of other vulnerable beings with whom it feels
a natural identification. Thus we find the nurturing, caring, and protective qualities that
characterize many of the higher expressions of this sign. We now encounter the archetypes of
the Healer and of the Great Mother – two subjects into which we will dive deeply later on in this
chapter as we explore the role of the Moon.Naturally, we celebrate nurturing, caring, and
kindness as virtues. We will not simply pathologize them as Cancer’s “second shell,” as if they
were only a hiding place. Still, if you want to hide out emotionally, nurturing, caring, and kindness
can provide a very effective cover, which leads us directly to…HIDING BEHIND CANCER’S
SECOND SHELLA Cancer clan woman falls in love. At first, she and her new lover withdraw into
the secret world of pair-bonding – in other words, her friends don’t see much of her for a while.
But after a few weeks, she decides to introduce her partner to her intimate circle. She decides to
throw a huge party – at least huge for a true Cancer type: six of her friends are invited to her



house for dinner.At the party, her lover seems awkwardly quiet. She would naturally prefer for
him to shine a little in front of her friends. She gives him a meaningful look; he gets the message
– and immediately launches into a funny, if somewhat embarrassing, story about her.Everyone
laughs. She laughs too. But then he clams up again – until he embarks on a second
embarrassing story about her.She doesn’t laugh as loudly this time.The evening unfolds that
way, with him teasing and vaguely diminishing her with almost everything he says. She notices
her friends catching each other’s eyes. The unspoken ambient sentiment is clear: “If this is
Mister Right, I’m glad she didn’t invite Mister Wrong…”The guests have all departed by ten
o’clock. Our protagonist sits down with her lover and says, “You humiliated me in front of my
friends tonight. I should throw you out the door.” Maybe there is a tear in her eye. Then she adds,
“But if I don’t have this conversation with you now, I’ll be having it with you in my head for the rest
of the night…”He looks at her blankly and perhaps a little defensively.She goes on to explain that
she knows about how his mother failed him, and how his first wife was the lying, betraying clone
of his mother.She references her friend Jenny who was at the party, and adds, “Jenny could be
your ex’s sister. They looked totally alike” She adds, “I think that when Jenny walked through the
door, all of your buttons were pushed.”His jaw drops.She goes on, “Sometimes you are going to
look at me and see me for what I am, and it will be great between us. But other times, because of
what’s happened to you, you’ll see mother, traitorous ex-wife – woman… kill.” She says, “I think
that was what was really going on tonight.”She rests her case.In the heavens above, his
guardian angels are nodding their heads with tears in their eyes. They know she is right. They
know how wounded he is.The blood has drained from her lover’s face. He responds, “My god…
thank you…I don’t deserve you… I feel like such a rat.”Feebly he adds, “Will you help me work
on this?”Like the All-Forgiving Great Mother, our Cancerian agrees. “Of course I will. That’s what
love is all about, right?”He says, “I don’t know how to make it up to you… can I take you out for
some Black Bottom Pie?”“Sure,” she says.And off they go, arm in arm, to eat something sweet, if
not particularly nutritious.What is wrong with this picture?Many “spiritual people” would say that,
given his crappy behavior at the dinner party, that she has acted nobly, “beyond the call of duty.”
She is forgiving. She is insightful. Like a good Cancerian, she has seen past her own hurt into his
hurt. She has understood that his immature conduct had its origin, not in any inherent evil, but
rather in his unhealed woundedness. She has quickly moved past rage into forgiveness and
understanding.Call the Vatican. What’s not to admire?Here’s the answer: she is hiding her heart
behind Cancer’s second shell – that of the Great Mother. The least controversial phrases in the
English language are: “I know you are doing your best… I forgive you… No worry, it doesn’t
matter… we can just let it go.”Words of forgiveness: what an excellent hiding place they make for
a heart that does not want to face the fires. And those fires can be hot. To a Cancer, they can
look like a hungry, marauding eel. Time to withdraw into a convenient shell, and being forgiving,
patient, and understanding can provide it.AN ALTERNATIVE ENDING“Get out of here right now.”
She shows her lover the door, not even five minutes after the last perplexed guest has left. “You
humiliated me tonight.”“But, but, but…” says he.Says she: “Just get your sorry ass out of my



house. I am going to cry and I don’t want you anywhere near me when I do. After tonight, I don’t
trust you enough even to cry in front of you anymore.”He goes, protesting. He had been
anticipating sex, not this. Maybe she never hears from him again. Good riddance. That way,
she’s traded some brief tears for the avoidance of a major heartbreak, or possibly even a failed
marriage.That is a bargain.On the other hand, maybe the next morning he phones her. “Can’t we
at least talk about this…?” She suggests lunch on Friday. He protests, “Friday? This is
Sunday…”Her response boils down to take it or leave it. She still needs some time to
think.Friday finally comes around. Each of them has had an awful week. Breaking up is hard to
do. They meet for lunch. He has had five or six days to meditate upon the cost of his
irresponsible, childish conduct toward her – not to mention five or six days to meditate upon the
pain of losing her. He realizes that earning her forgiveness is going to cost him a lot more than
the price of a slice of Black Bottom Pie.She did none of this in order to manipulate him. She just
chose a path of honest emotional nakedness – and she avoided the temptation of taking refuge
behind Cancer’s second shell: the shell of the all-forgiving Mother Goddess.Here’s an easy
question: in which one of these two versions of this archetypal Cancerian love story is the couple
more likely to “live happily ever after?”A ROGUE’S GALLERY OF FAILED CANCERIAN
RESPONSESA woman in her twenties would love to spend a long weekend visiting her best
friend in another state, but her poor cat would miss her too much if she did that, so she can’t
even think about making the trip.A man of nearly forty lives with his mother. He has no job. He
passes his time playing video games. His mother feels that he never got over his father
abandoning them. She can’t imagine putting him out on the street.A married man puts up with
his wife’s chronic infidelity because he understands that she was sexually abused as a child and
now has difficulty setting boundaries.A sixth-grader intentionally botches tests at school
because he doesn’t want his best friend to feel badly about himself for his own low scores. There
is a kind of loyal solidarity in their shared failure.A family keeps grandpa in a vegetative state on
life support for three years because they love him too much to let him go.Turn any of these five
scenarios around, and you have an instant Angel’s Gallery of conscious evolutionary steps for
any member of the Cancer clan. That cat will be fine for a long weekend alone. Our video gamer
needs a job – and maybe a life. A little motivation, and that straying wife might learn actually to
set some grown-up boundaries. Our sixth-grader’s friend might rise to a bit of boyish academic
competition. And poor grandpa’s consciousness is not as extinguished as his family imagines;
he hears grandma calling him from the Other Side and he knows that he has no business left
here in this world anymore. It’s time to let his soul move on.Cancer wisdom: kindness is truly a
virtue – but sometimes it must engage in conversation with harder truths and broader
perspectives or it can become limiting and dangerous.Another way to say exactly the same thing
is that Cancer’s kindness can do a lot of unintentional damage unless it takes some cues from
Scorpio and Pisces. Like the Fire, Earth and Air clans, the Water clan is a team. Each member
needs the other two or it simply becomes dysfunctional.HEALING BEGINS WITH FEELINGWe
have all had the experience of struggling through a hard day only to be too tense to sleep when it



was finally over. Or maybe we stand our ground under fire all day, then find tears in our eyes
when we finally lie down and turn out the lights. It is natural, and nothing to be lamented: when
we are in “combat mode” – or survival mode – feelings can come with a dangerous price tag. We
can get too scared, angry, or overwrought to function effectively – or we might behave
impulsively in ways that are not in our own best interest. We might, for example, say things we
wish that we had not said.Mother Nature has endowed us all with the capacity to suppress
emotion in order to deal with reality in a practical way. We need that capacity, or life quickly
trends toward catastrophe. The astrological symbol for that kind of self-control is Capricorn –
which is the sign opposite Cancer. That only means that Cancer represents the other side of the
coin – that no pain is ever addressed unless it is first felt. And pains that go unaddressed tend to
become increasingly dangerous.So we lie down, but we cannot sleep. We can no longer
suppress the accumulated tensions of the day. Maybe we need to reflect on them.Or we turn out
the lights and are surprised by tears. Why do they surprise us? They come from your soul. How
could you have become so estranged from your own soul that it surprises you?In both cases, we
are now in Cancer paradise: we are in a place where we sense that we are safe enough to
feel.As the first sign in the Water Family, Cancer’s role is to create an environment in which
creating that kind of safety is prioritized. Nothing needs to be understood or analyzed –
understandings and analysis can be wrong. They can be distorted by our various defense
mechanisms. Sometimes it is better simply to feel, and not to think too much.Imagine trying to
explain tears to an alien stepping out of a UFO. “You humans make water come out of your eyes,
and that makes you feel better? I don’t get it. Why do you do that? How does that work?”But
crying works. Grief works.Maybe you think you are crying “for no reason” – which seems to imply
that there is something wrong with you. But possibly some complex is surfacing from truly deep
waters inside of you. Maybe, for one fanciful illustration, in a prior life you were in the mustard
gas trenches of World War One. Maybe you saw things you were just not ready to remember.
Maybe that past life is the reason that you are crying now. Maybe you are years away from
remembering those nightmare trenches in any literal fashion. Maybe you never will remember
them.But you aren’t crazy.And maybe because grief actually works, those inexplicable tears are
part of your healing process from that prior life trauma, even though you do not understand
them.Healing begins with feeling. And that is what Cancer is all about – making ourselves feel so
safe that we can let those moods flow up from the interiors of our hearts.Later, in the Scorpio
clan, we become more questioning and analytical about the origins and true nature of those
emotional states. That might sound like higher ground – but we could never get there if we were
not standing on the foundation of direct emotional truth which Cancer provides.Even later, after
Scorpio weaves its spell, we will have to break its hypnotic gaze and let the Piscean angels kiss
our hurt away. We still have many pages to go in the book of healing, regeneration, and recovery,
in other words. But never forget that the whole process starts with Cancer.It starts with simply
letting ourselves feel.LET’S GO TO THE MOONGo to any astrological gathering. Pretend you
are a beginner and that you have forgotten what the Moon means. There is a near-certain



chance that you will quickly hear the word “feelings.”And it is true: like the rest of the Water
Family, the Moon resonates powerfully with everyone’s emotional body – but it does so in its own
signature ways, depending on its astrological context. The way a Gemini Moon feels is quite
distinct from the way a Moon in Scorpio or Aquarius experiences emotion, and so forth through
the houses and the aspects.Still, in all cases, the Moon is simply your mood averaged over a
lifetime. Here is what that means. We all have good days and bad days – moods come in lots of
flavors, in other words. Smooth out that emotional ebb and flow and you have an effective
working definition of the Moon.Maybe you’ve got a friend who is almost always really serious –
that seriousness is her mood “averaged” over all the years that you have known her.Maybe you
have another friend who turns everything into a joke no matter how serious it is.Maybe you have
a third friend who tends toward gloom.Maybe you have a fourth one who is so reflexively
optimistic that if he caught the flu, he would immediately welcome it as a chance to lie in bed
and read.That is what I mean when I call the Moon “your mood averaged over a lifetime.” Here is
another quick definition, just as fundamental: the Moon is your cruising attitude – and by
“cruising,” I again mean to smooth out the emotional bumps and instead to take in the big, long-
term picture.“Attitude” might not seem so different from mood, but I add it to our list for good
reason. When we think of feelings, we tend to think of inner states. True enough – but feelings
usually express themselves outwardly as well. That is where “attitude” comes into play. A
depressed stranger walks into the cafe where you are having a cup of coffee. One look, and you
sense that black cloud around her.Was that some kind of psychic perception on your part? I am
wide-open to that possibility, but I’d also point out that you could see that depression in her
physical posture, facial expression, and gait – her behaviors, in other words. Attitude flavors
everyone’s actions and is revealed in them.Placing the Moon in a little box labeled “my inner life”
is, in other words, a big mistake.Our take-away: the Moon is not strictly private and internal.
Attitude almost always leaks out, even if we are trying to hide it.REALITY AS WE EXPERIENCE
ITThe Moon defines reality as we experience it.To many astrologers, given the Moon’s
correlation with subjective matters, my linking it to “reality” might seem odd. But a large part of
what we see “out there” is actually more reflective of our attitudes, fears, and desires than of any
objective analysis of physical facts. The pessimist’s attitude that “nothing will ever work out”
manifests behaviorally as an unwillingness to take risks. Tell him that “you’ve got to play the
game if you ever want to win,” and you get a blank, defeated look. He could win – that is of
course possible. In his fearful negativity, he thinks he is seeing reality. In fact, he is seeing his
own mind.The optimist’s attitude, on the other hand, might lead her to trust the wrong people, to
think that there is “plenty of time” before the flight boards, and to believe that the tax people
would never have any interest in small-fry such as herself.We might say that “half of reality is in
your head” – but perhaps an even better way to phrase it would be that half of reality is in your
heart. Attitude is inseparable from how we see what we believe to be “really” out there.Later in
the book, we will go through the Moon sign by sign and house by house. For now, let’s just say
that someone with a Capricorn Moon might well see a reality defined by tasks, risks to avoid,



and lists of things that require doing. Meanwhile someone with a Sagittarian Moon living in the
same physical reality is presented with possibilities, opportunities, and adventures.In Woody
Allen’s masterpiece, Annie Hall, there is a memorable scene that beautifully illustrates the point I
am making. Woody and Diane Keaton are having troubles in their relationship. Each of them is in
psychotherapy. Woody Allen’s shrink asks him how often he and Diane have sex. He answers,
“Hardly ever, maybe three times a week.” Cut to another shrink in another office. Diane Keaton is
asked the same question. Her famous answer is, “Constantly. I’d say three times a week.”Here is
a silly question: which one of them is right?So far, all of these perspectives on the Moon have
been simply descriptive. Let’s make them active. How do they tie in with the processes of
healing, regeneration, and recovery?The attitude indicated by your Moon is right for you – at
least if you respond in a conscious way to the lunar messages. The person with that Capricorn
Moon, for example, in accomplishing Great Works gains dignity and self-respect. Someone with
the Moon in Sagittarius in immersing herself in adventure and risk gains confidence that the
universe is a safe place for her to be.Your Moon’s position is purposeful, in other words. It says
something about what needs to be healed and regenerated in you, along with exactly how to do
it.HEART AND SOUL: THE MOON IN LOVEThose are two gold-plated Moon words – heart and
soul – at least as the terms are used on the street. We are not talking about the organ that
pumps your blood nor are we discussing the immortal principle of consciousness. “Heart” means
what you might see scrawled on a city wall with initials inside it and an arrow running through it.
“Soul” is why we use a term like “soul mates.” Forget sexual passion for a moment and just think
of true love, minus the hormones – and don’t worry: if you are a hormone fan, the next chapter of
this book is for you. When love is truly “true,” people are simply comfortable in each other’s
energy fields. That particular kind of domestic comfort is Moon territory. Such people, unlike new
lovers, relax together easily. They express needs and tastes and opinions spontaneously in the
expectation that their natures will be accepted without major editorial intervention.Earlier, when
we linked Cancer to the feeling of being “home at last,” we touched on the idea that home is not
just a piece of architecture. It is connected to relationships too. Desire and passion are not so
central here – those energies are more in the domain of the Scorpio clan.What we are looking at
here is the ability to actually live together…UNDER ONE ROOFNew lovers cannot be trusted
alone in a room together. They’ll soon be in each other’s arms. If you need their attention, knock
first.We will look deeply and carefully at that kind of body heat in the following chapter. Here, in
talking about the Moon and Cancer, we follow that kissing magic a little further down the
timeline. Instead of grand mal purple passion, let’s think of another stage in the trajectory of
intimacy – one that is of absolutely primary lunar significance. Our passionate lovers have now
known each other for a while. Maybe not very long, maybe it’s just weeks – but it is long enough
that we encounter another scene: the first time they go to bed together and, by mutual
agreement, “nothing happens.” No sexual expression, at least not in the narrow sense of the
term. They simply go to sleep together.Let’s frost the lunar cake by adding that they go to sleep
in each other’s arms.For any couple, this is a classic Moon initiation. The ones who pass the test



might very well remain together for a lifetime.The couples who fail it almost never do.A client
once told me that for her, sleeping together – taking the words literally – was a more intimate act
than sex. I could see her point. In sleep, we surrender our defenses. Falling asleep together is a
profoundly vulnerable interaction. It takes a lot of Moon-trust between two people for it to
happen. In “merely” sleeping together, it is as if we have regressed temporarily to a pre-sexual
state – something more akin to infancy, with all of its characteristic vulnerabilities. That state is
very lunar. Therapists sometimes say that “an adult is a child who survived.” Falling asleep in
each other’s arms – what kind of primary instinctual trust does it take to allow your inner child to
let down his or her guard to that extreme degree?As astrologers, we can answer that question
quite concisely. It requires a Moon-bond. This is one reason why Cancer clan synastry
interactions are so common among long-term couples.If our Moons feel easy with each other,
then maybe we can live together.And if they don’t, we probably can’t.Look to Mars and Venus for
pure sexual energy – but for domestic relationships, it is the Moon’s domain. We might or might
not want to defend the idea that sleeping together is “deeper” than sex. Perhaps it would be
more accurate to say that it is simply different, and that the difference has a lot to do with the
ego’s defenses being abandoned.People can hide behind their sexual personas. Most couples
do, at least at first. Those illusions are so delicious that few people ever feel moved to challenge
them. When, however, sex needs a moment to catch its breath, the Moon peeks through the
storm clouds – and the truth about whether we can actually get along with each other
domestically is revealed.Revealing the Moon can therefore be understood as the primordial act
of human trust. For our larger purposes, here is the crux of the matter: such trusting, domestic
relationships are healing practices. It is commonly observed that married people outlive single
people – although let’s quickly acknowledge that there are many complexities with that idea,
especially in the modern world, starting with what do we mean by “married.” Rather than focus
on that narrow notion, just ask your heart one question: is feeling lovingly connected to other
people whom you trust profoundly good for your health?I doubt we would have too many
dissenters.DIFFERENT STROKES…Everyone has a Moon in his or her chart. At the same time,
not everyone is cut out for long-term lunar commitments. The truth of all that is in your birthchart.
The personal astrology of intimacy is a big subject, too big to rehash here. We’ve reflected on it a
lot in the previous three volumes of this series under the banners of Mars, Venus, Libra, and the
seventh house. In this volume, we will complete the picture, both here in this Cancer clan
chapter and in the next Scorpionic one.Suffice to say that having the Moon in your chart does
not mean that you are required to spend your life with one other person. But if you want to spend
your life with one other person, my prayer for you is that your lunar moods and attitudes are
compatible. That is the key to keeping those famous intimacy-induced homicidal tendencies
away from your front door – and from your back door too.Moon connections really come down to
simply liking each other, and to having domestic rhythms and instincts that work together in
relative harmony.MOTHER MOONA woman’s fertility cycle and the Moon’s phases: there’s a
matched set – and very probably the primordial astrological observation as well… where the



whole system began, in other words: twenty-nine days between successive Full Moons and very
nearly that same rhythm for ovulation and menstruation. Of all the various celestial/terrestrial
correlations, could any of them be more obvious?I suspect that our female ancestors back in the
Olduvai Gorge in Africa figured that one out long before history was recorded. I also suspect that
this correlation gives us a reason to believe that the first astrologer was a woman. Women feel
the Moon in their bodies in ways that men can only imagine. To this day, about three quarters of
my clients and students are female. I would like to see more balance in the ratio, but I do not
imagine that I will. Women are simply wired to “get it” about astrology in ways that men are not.
That is a gift their Moon-tuned bodies give them.Moon as the Great Mother – that is another
closely-related piece of astrological insight. It is a short step from the lunar phase/ovulation cycle
to seeing the Moon as the fertile, feminine face of God.We have to be careful though – men have
Moons! The astrological Great Mother reflects a nurturing, healing, protective instinct – and
there are many men who embody those impulses, while there are many women who do not. Still,
“Moon” and “Mother” are inseparable archetypes, and that has led astrologers to both a lot of
insight and a fair amount of confusion too. Much of the confusion boils down to making the
mistake of believing that the Moon describes your mother. It doesn’t – or if it does, the
description is only indirect and imprecise. Proving that point is easy – siblings often have
different Moons, but the same mom. The natal Moon does not describe your mother; it describes
your experience of your mother. The distinction is mission-critical. Again a simple proof: adult
siblings talking about their childhood experience of family tend to remember their mothers
differently.GOOD MOM, BAD MOM… AND A SORE THROATMothers come in both flavors,
good and bad, as well as many flavors in between. There is a wide spectrum, running from
maternal skill and tenderness down to flagrant child abuse and criminal neglect.With a bit more
subtlety, we can also recognize that sometimes there happens to be a good soul-fit between a
mother and her child – as years go by, they become friends. Other times, two decent, sane,
people are just not wired to get along with each other. Their parent-child relationship remains
formal and diplomatic, or it loudly crashes and burns.Those treasures and toxins can have
complex origins. They might lie more in the child’s subjective experience of the mother than in
her actual nature. A mother naturally feels protective toward her child. The Cancer child probably
appreciates that quality, while the Arian child might find it smothering.However we look at it, one
point is constant: for good or for ill, the mother-experience becomes our inner template of
nurturing behavior, both toward ourselves and toward others. As we advance into adult life,
Mother Moon lingers inside us, shaping how we care for ourselves and others – or fail to care. A
positive experience of the mother tends to support mindful kindness towards ourselves and
others throughout life, while a negative one tends in the opposite direction.A man wakes up one
rainy Thursday with a slightly sore throat…If he has a healthy relationship with Mother Moon, he
takes his temperature. It’s a fraction of a degree above normal. His body is fighting something.
He calls in sick to work, casually adding that he “doesn’t want anyone else to catch it.”If he has
an unhealthy relationship with Mother Moon, he kicks his butt out of bed and goes to work.



Three days later, he is even sicker – and five co-workers have caught his bug as well.Note that in
the healthy version of this tale, the man’s gentle treatment of himself is reflected in his caring
behavior toward his fellow workers. He treats them as he is treating himself. Meanwhile, the
second man is not intentionally harmful; there is no malice in him toward anyone. He is simply
treating others the same way he is treating himself: uncaringly.Did the first man have a good
childhood experience of his mother and the second man a lousy one? That is certainly one
possibility. Psychologists long ago figured out that if you were beaten as a kid, you are a
candidate for abusing your own kids. Love and poison are both contagious.Still, none of this is
ever black and white, nor quite so deterministic…HEALING AND REGENERATIONThe Moon is
the great healer. People recover from horrendous experiences, both in childhood and in adult
life. I began this book with an image of an old woman dancing on a moonlit beach. As we saw,
every line on her face told a story, and many of them are sad. Yet she still dances. That miracle
of regeneration is our central theme throughout these pages. The Water element has many
expressions – the Scorpio clan and the Pisces clan are part of it too, and they still lie ahead.Yet
in many ways, Mother Moon is the heart of the matter.Take care of it, trust its whimsies, and you
will be glad that you are alive – no matter what blows you have sustained and failures you have
endured. And when those blows strike you down, you will know how to recover. Your healing
instincts will be sound. You will be wise and patient with yourself in those regenerative
processes.And when you wake up with a sore throat, you’ll stay home, take care of yourself –
and not unwittingly spread those germs around town.LUNAR PHASELooking at the Moon in the
sky, what could be more obvious than its phases? And yet the subject is, if not ignored, typically
underplayed in astrological circles. The reasons for that go deep into the heart of our modern
culture, how we got here, and what we have lost in the process. It is a subject close to my heart,
and I dived into it as deeply as I could in my 2010 volume, The Book of the Moon. Here in this
introductory chapter about the Cancer clan, I want to give you just a brief summary of the
phases of the Moon and the role they play in the birthchart.Let me start by saying that there is
nothing subtle about lunar phase. Once you learn to look for it, that Sun-Moon angle in the
birthchart stands out like the nose on a person’s face. It is about as evident as a person’s Sun
Sign or a planet conjunct his or her Ascendant: loud and clear, in other words.Here are a few
core points about it:The darker two weeks of the Moon’s cycle of phases correlates with the
inner subjective world, while the brighter two weeks is linked to the realm of manifestation. We
swing out into the realm of light and concrete expression, then we swing back into the realm of
darkness, mystery, and interior reflection.With the Moon in its darker (less than a half-Moon)
phases, people tend to be more self-contained, mysterious – and often beguilingly charismatic,
as if they “know something.” With the Moon in its brighter phases – the week before and the
week after the Full Moon – there is much emphasis on outward experience, relationship, and
collective endeavors. They get things done.The waxing half of the Moon’s cycle has a natural
resonance with the spirit of youth: energy, enthusiasm – and a certain propensity for headstrong
idiocy.The waning half of the Moon’s cycle has a natural resonance with the spirit of the second



half of life, from mid-life onward: reflectiveness, more subtle, nuanced judgments – and
vulnerability to resignation and despair.Try as might, I just cannot make a system of twelve
phases sing. In the end, I went with Dane Rudhyar’s schema of eight phases, although my take
on them varies from his in a few significant areas.Here are the eight phases of the Moon as I
understand them, reduced to an evocative image and a few words of explanation. Once again,
for a full treatment, please have a look at The Book of the Moon – and remember that since we
are talking about the Moon, aligning one’s behavior with the spirit of one’s lunar birth phase is
one of the paving stones on the road to happiness and wellbeing.1. NEW MOON – The
Teacher(The Moon 0°-45° ahead of the Sun)Sweetness. Nurturing. Leadership. Guidance.
Charismatic presence. Becoming symbolic to others; making others into symbols. A bringer of
gifts to the community.2. WAXING CRESCENT – The Extremist(The Moon 45°-90° ahead of the
Sun)Drive to accomplish and experience. Hunger. Imbalance. Success – and its costs. Radiant,
infectious hope in the face of darkness. Pluck.3. FIRST QUARTER – The Crusader(The Moon
90°-135° ahead of the Sun)Tension between self and group. Concern with justice. Battles which
need to be fought – and battles which do not, but are fought anyway. Group efforts;
organizations. Sacrifice for the tribe.4. WAXING GIBBOUS – The Helper; The Lover(The Moon
135°-180° ahead of the Sun)Service. Identification with group ideals. Sexual energy. Support
offered to a person or to a principle. Generosity. Cooperation. Teamwork. Shared creativity;
mutual inspiration.5. FULL MOON – The Human Being(The Moon 180°-225° ahead of the
Sun)Caregiving. Familial complexities; divorce. Art and creativity made manifest. Nurturing.
Outward expression of light and dark. All the karma on the table. Standing naked.6. WANING
GIBBOUS – The Shaman(The Moon 225°- 270° ahead of the Sun)Deep inner work. Psychic
intervention in other people’s lives and transformations. Offering assistance around death, dying,
and crisis. Attunement to “primitive” wisdoms. Death and rebirth. Gratitude.7. LAST QUARTER –
The Pilgrim(The Moon 270°-315° ahead of the Sun)Searching for home. Sweet sorrow.
Romantic tragedy. Solitude. Forgiveness. Karmic debts paid and received. Art as an inner,
spiritual search. Service. Theater; Ritual. A poignant sense of the transitoriness of life.8.
WANING CRESCENT – The Mystic Wanderer(The Moon 315°-360° ahead of the Sun)Deep
psychic sensitivity; possible mental imbalance. Ghosts and spirit visitations. Creative, visionary
imagination. Sensitivity to ancestors and to the dead. The veil between the worlds grows thin
and transparent.THE FOURTH HOUSECancer is the fourth zodiacal sign and so it has a natural
resonance with the fourth house, while the Moon rules over them both. There are many parallels
among the three, but as ever, we must be mindful of the distinction between signs and houses.
Signs give us values, desires, interests, and motivations. Houses, meanwhile, offer us behavioral
avenues for the expression of those same energies. In the houses, we turn impulse to action.
Here, in a quick list, is a way to see both the “parallels and the perpendiculars” between Cancer
and the fourth house.Cancer is the need to crawl inside our shells from time to time; in the fourth
house we see you actually getting into your bed with a good book and your cell phone turned
off.Cancer is the emotional attunement to the fact that you are hungry and stressed; in the fourth



house we see you cooking your favorite comfort food.Cancer is the longing for the company of
your soul-tribe; in the fourth house, we see you turning down the lights, lighting the fire in the
fireplace, pouring the wine, and settling in for a long, soulful talk with two or three people whom
you really love.Cancer is feeling sad or crazy; in the fourth house, we see you finding someone
to talk to about it.Cancer is the motivation to nurture something; in the fourth house, we see you
having a baby – or rescuing a kitten from the pound.Cancer is feeling battered by the events of
the day; in the fourth house, we see you asking someone you love for a hug.Cancer is the need
for a safe space; in the fourth house, we see you moving to a new home or a better
neighborhood.Cancer is the longing for a sense of roots; in the fourth house, we see you
researching your genealogy or visiting the land in which your ancestors’ bones are
buried.Cancer is feeling tired after a long, hard day; in the fourth house, we see you going to bed
early.BONDED RELATIONSHIPSSomewhere long ago, I encountered the term bonded
relationships. For me, those two words capture something absolutely central to our
understanding of the fourth house. I’ve Googled around to see if I could once again find the
provenance of the term, but I get nowhere. After four or five off-the-mark hits, I am quickly led to
ways I can “Meet Hot Singles in Borrego Springs, California.”And that’s not the kind of “bonded
relationship” I am talking about.As I dimly recall from encountering the term long ago, it dates
back to Medieval Europe. It was, I believe, a legal designation as well as an astrological one. In
essence, a bonded relationship referred to any human connection that could be broken only by
death – the bonds, for example, between a parent and a child, bonds of marriage, and bonds of
kinship.With all other kinds of relationships, Medieval Europeans apparently had considerable
latitude for treachery. But the bonded ones were for a lifetime, come hell or high water.We still
see this principle clearly enough in the modern world. One place is our understanding of the
natural relationship between parents and children. Everyone’s expectation is that such a bond
will remain active until one of them passes away, hopefully the parent rather than the child. Of
course, life does not always work out that way. We have all seen situations where people have to
“divorce their toxic parents.” Or where an adult child drifts off into oblivion and the parents have
no idea anymore where he or she might be. In such situations, even if they are psychologically
necessary, most of us sense that some kind of unresolved karma has been created. There is
something unnatural about parents and kids losing touch with each other.It is different from the
way friends might drift apart after one of them moves to another state or marries someone
insufferable.I am quite sure that those same kinds of family schisms happened in Medieval
Europe, just as they do today. With bonded relationships, we are rather obviously talking about
an ideal – and as with most ideals, falling short of God’s Glory is not unusual. Yet it is fair to say
that even today, kids and their parents generally remain in touch for a lifetime, whether or not
they like each other very much. This particular fourth house instinct remains a real force in the
world.Here is the essential point: while there are many forms of human connection, the fourth
house deals with one very specific subset of all the possibilities – a relationship which is
mutually anticipated to last for a lifetime.What about marriage? That used to be on the list of



bonded relationships. Is it still? There’s an essay question. Maybe we attend a wedding. Our
hearts are full of good will toward the happy couple – but of course somewhere deep down
inside we’re thinking that their chances of remaining together “unto the grave” are about fifty-fifty.
We may not include that commentary in our champagne toast, but we all understand that
marriage is not quite the stable institution that it once was.And that is a complicated subject.
Suffice it to say that something has been lost and something has been gained.Still, even today in
this shaky world, the ideal of marriage is widely recognized to include life-long commitment:
specifically, growing old together under one roof. Despite changing customs, marriage still
remains a prime example of a bonded relationship – perhaps second only to the parent-child
bond.Let’s add some modern perspective: saying that “the two have become one” seems a little
off in today’s more Aquarian world. But consider this scenario: you are standing in line at a ticket
counter. People approach the agent one at a time, taking their turns. In front of you is a couple.
Their turn comes, and they approach the agent together.No one bats an eye. Even today, that is
customary social behavior. They are a couple; “the two have become one” – and everybody
knows it, understands it, and is not troubled by it. Bonded relationships, in other words, are not
something out of a museum of medieval artifacts; they are alive and well in the modern world,
even if they are somewhat rarer than they once were. A sense of the special status of bonded
relationships is hardwired into the human psyche. They will always exist in some form, as surely
as there will always be an astrological house squeezed in between the third one and the fifth
one.That “bond” is what distinguishes a fourth house relationship from every other kind. One
dimension of such a partnership is a sense of mutual obligation. That burden may be so light
that you barely notice it, or so heavy that it eats up your life – but it will always be there, “until
death do us part.”How does all of this relate to healing, regeneration, and recovery?One
underlying principle is that these kinds of committed connections between people are
fundamental to human sanity. People are different, but it is rare to find an isolated man or woman
– someone without any kinds of lasting bonds at all – who is in good mental health. Bonded
relationships, in some sense of the word, are therefore quite elemental when it comes to the
processes we are exploring.They are a slippery subject though…THE FLUID DEFINITION OF
FAMILYBonded relationships may be an eternal principle, but they are always in a state of
cultural flux. They do not always mean “family” in the conventional sense of the word. In times
past, you really knew your cousins. They probably lived close by. Very likely, you were involved in
each others’ lives.With even more confidence, we could assume that you were intimately
involved with your parents and your siblings, along with any children your siblings might have.
Simply said, for a very long time, most of us were farmers – and “we Smiths have always raised
sheep in this valley.” That world of active familial kinship is not entirely gone, but it has
significantly dissipated. Nowadays, people move around a lot. They cross a continent to take a
new job. They move a thousand miles away to go to college. When that happens, the familiarity
engendered by daily contact disappears. Nowadays, kinship relationships, at least as they are
understood by the old definitions, tend to become more formal than active.Still, while the fourth



house changes its form of expression, it will never disappear. It is an archetype and all
archetypes are eternal.Your phone rings. It’s your second cousin twice removed whom you
barely remember. He is wondering about borrowing $10,000 from you.How do you react?Your
phone rings. It’s your dearest friend in the world. Her husband left her a month ago, and today
she was suddenly fired from her job. She’s in psychological trouble. She tells you that she is
scared to be alone. She wonders if she can sleep on your sofa for a few weeks until she gets
back on her feet. You tell her to come over right away and stay as long as she needs to.After all,
she is your best friend.In the modern world, that kind of “best friendship” is more of a bonded
relationship than the one you have with your second cousin, twice removed.Human society is
moving away from an experience of bonded family relationships based on shared DNA and
formal ties of marriage and toward one based on choice, affinity, and volunteerism.Therefore,
modern astrologers must adjust their understanding of the fourth house to conform with current
cultural realities.A SCENE FROM TODAYYour best friend accepts a job in a distant city. It is a
good professional move for her. She of course has your blessing – that goes without saying. You
will always love each other, but naturally you accept the sad fact that you will no longer be having
a cup of coffee with her and catching up with each other every few days. Still, you are a modern
human being. You are realistic about such matters, and supportive of your friend. You would
never dream of standing between her and this incredible career opportunity.A SCENE FROM
TWO HUNDRED YEARS IN THE FUTUREYour best friend is offered a job in a distant city. The
position is attractive to her – but she takes the fact that you two are best friends seriously, as is
the custom. Two hundred years from now, the world’s culture has changed. Marriage is not as
common as it was two or three centuries ago. But such a friendship is now understood to be a
bonded relationship, with certain mutual obligations – obligations that did not exist back in the
harsh, lonely days of the twenty-first century. Now, everyone understands that disruptions in
these kinds of fourth house connections can create psychological damage for all concerned.
Entering into “best friendship” with someone is 100% voluntary – but once that line is crossed,
the bond entails serious mutual commitment. Your friend sits down with you to wrestle with the
knotty question of her staying or going. If she wants to leave and take the job, she asks for your
permission and your blessing before she commits to the move – that is how seriously she now
takes being in a fourth house “friendship” with you.In a nutshell, in this view of Tomorrowland,
such deeper friendships have taken the place formerly occupied by kinship, or perhaps even to
some extent by marriage.
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Elizabeth Spring, “My Favorite Book in the Series. As a professional astrologer I may have
become a little smug in my knowledge; thinking that most of my learning days were over--but the
"Book of Water" brought me into some subtle and mysterious places that I didn't know about --
and synchronistically--a little piece of information from the book that I learned about the evening
before was the crucial bit of insight into a Reading the next morning. It's simply a great book, and
perhaps my favorite of the series. Steven has never disappointed me in his wisdom, humor, and
good heartedness.”

T.Lilly, “Read to learn!. This has been one of the most informative books I’ve read yet on Water
signs. This book inspired me to start taking notes because how useful the information is! If you
want to learn and not just be told the usual, this is the book for you!”

Tammy Hume, “Wisdom of the ages. Insightful wiseIntelligentMust have for your astrology library”

Madie, “Emotional journey. I love this author! He is a great professor and he is always so deep
when it comes to emotions.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Element series. Love every Steven Forrest book”

S. L. Pieper, “the book of Water. this is a book I have been waiting for all the while the author was
writing them. Can't wait to read it.”

Jacqueline S., “A must read Astrology Book. This Astrology Book on the Water signs, Cancer,
Scorpio and Pisces, is a must read for all Astrologer, beginners and professionals! It's
knowledgeable, captivating and witty. Excellently written and easy to understand. This book has
to be on every Astrologer's book shelve, even if you only want to understand your zodiac sign
better, this is the place to start if you are curious about Astrology. This is book 4. The others are,
the Book of Air, the Book of Earth and the Book of Fire. All equally fantastic!”

HappyReader, “Lessons in astrology and human life in general. Steven is simply the best. Buy all
four, you won’t be disappointed!”

Shawnsky, “Clear, Deep, and Healing. As with most every book Steven writes, reading it led to
further personal reflection and a better understanding of how the water signs are connected with
emotional healing. The Book of Water offers a perspective I'm aligned with, that astrology is best
used for improving life through self-awareness. He writes clearly, leaves space for astrologers to
build on descriptions, and above all shares examples and stories of how the water signs support
"Healing, Regeneration and Recovery". He truly has mastered the art of astrology and the ability



to share his knowledge in writing.”

viana etcheto, “Fascinating. Steve Forrest Books are vert interesting and till now I love them all”

Kimcognito, “Amazing. Deep and comprehensive. I love all of Steven Forrest’s books so far and
this one is no exception I’m so happy that it’s finally out!!!”

The book by Steven Forrest has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 182 people have provided feedback.
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